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CHAPTER - I 
INTRODUCTION I 
''Iran and Persia i the two auieii have beea used to 
designate the sane country, but are not true synonyms. When 
the Aryan peoples migrated froa the original territory* soae-
where within Asia, to the upland plateau below the Caspian 
Sea, one of their tribal groups was the Irarlan. The Iranian 
tribe called Persa finally settled in a region of the plateau 
which they called Persa In Sasanlan tines the official 
name of the empire of Iran was Iransh^hr. Since 1935 when the 
Iranian goveranent, for the sake of consistency, requested all 
foreign countries to use the official nana of Iran " 
As far as the location of modern Iran on the world nap 
is concerned, it is situ^ited between 26** and 40^ North latitude, 
and 44° and 64° East latitude. It is bounded by Russia and 
Caspian sea in North; Afghanistan and Pakistan in East; Persian 
Gulf and Gulf of Onan in South and, Iraq and Turkey in the West. 
Thus it "lies upon the great highways of Asia, leading from 
China, Central Asia, Afghanistan and India to Russian, Iraq 
and ffestern world".^ 
1. ^Vilber, Donald M t Iran t Past and Present, p.3. 
2, Rajput, A.B. t Iran Today, p.25. 
Th9 History of Iran has boon fery interesilBg ibroagli<» 
oat th* agon since th« sattleaest of Aryans Into Para or Pars 
and Boi* called Iran, In tho sixth eantury B.C. tt>» Persian 
eaplre extended fron the Mediterranean ^ea to the tUndakush 
and froBi the Black >ea to the f^erslan Gulf. 
Gradually tone other tribes also migrated to Iran, 
^uite many of them preferred settling dovn in Iran. The 
process of iamigratioB eoatintteti till prominent tribes namely 
Turks, Arabs, Blanebis, fChurds, Lara, Assyrians, Ceorgiaas, 
Uravidians, Brahtis, Afghan iiasaras of Mongolian origin auid 
a minority eomnuaity of Armenians made Iran their homeland. 
Thus the intaders contributed toward the rich culture composed 
of different ethnic groups. 
Hovever the deepest impact on Iran came from the Arabs 
who conquered Iran in 7th century A.D. "The Arabs overturned 
governments which were in a state of corruption and decay and 
the hope they held out to the great masses of the people of 
more equality and kinder treatment brought on a aecial and 
religious revolution. It is true, however, that there was no 
serious attempt at wholesale conversion to the Muslim religion, 
Much of the population of Iran converted to Islam in self 
interest**. 
3. i^ilber... op cit.... p. 37. 
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About a conturj long aironghold of Arab Caliphs vtar 
Iran lad to certain baste and sound davelopaants In tba 
politleal, 8oelal» eitltaral and aooaonie struGlnre of Iran. 
''The age old Iranian ideas of divine right and anioeratie 
control were challenged by a deisocratie spirit and by the 
international isa of the new religion* ehlle at the saoie tise 
the cultural superiority of the Iranians and their pride in 
their institutions reaaiaed» to stamp the cultural and ariiatle 
future of Islaaio Iran with a character quite different from 
any of the other Muslim countries". It makes clear the fact 
that despite invasions and alien rule, the people of Iran 
struggled hard to retain their cultural identity and they vere 
to a large extent successful in their endeavour. 
the geographteal conditions of Iran have also contributed 
to the unique and distinguished identity of Iranian people. It 
is highly enriched viih natural resources. Though the discovery 
of oil is an extra-ordinary addition to the wealth of Iraut but 
it is very recent in its addition. Iran occupies a very stra-
tegic position in Asia. It lies between the Caspian Sea and 
the Persian Gulf. **Iran today is 630,000 square miles in area 
and eooiprises 1/179 of the surface of the globe, or 1/17 of 
that of Asia, or aiore than three tiaes the sine of France, 
and six tiaes that of Great Britain'*." Further it is bigger 
than the sise of Switserland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Belgiua, 
4. Ibid. p.3a. 
5. Kajput.... op cit.... p.27. 
Lttxitfflbarg and Holland. 
^ith the dlff«r«ni arnas haviBQ dlfforeni geographleal 
eondltlons, Iher* are namerous ethnic groups in Iran which 
present many racial groups in the country. Though their 
origins are quitely varying, still they have unity among them 
and present themselves a^ ^ a nation". in the central plateau 
there occurs»a distinctive sub-race, turned by some anthro-
pologists as Iranian or Irano-Afghan. •.. •• • In the aiountain 
districts there are many other smaller groups of separate 
racial composition, A nuoiber of nosads including the Bakhtiar 
tribes, would seen to be of Kurdish stock) whilest Turkl 
(\iongoloid) strains are apparent in others, such as the yasfaqul 
tribes saaller groups froiai the Caucasus (Ceorgians and 
Circassians) are representee! in Aserbaijan and the Caspian 
province. Whilst Turk! influence again apparent in the racial 
composition of the eastern districts of Iran, especially around 
ueshhed**.^ 
The aaalgaiaation of several racial eoaiattnities had its 
own interesting feature. The foremost being the integration 
of these racial and ethnic groups differing widely in their 
origin. In fact the co-existence of Indo-Aryan race on the 
one hand and Nomads, Turkish and Qashq»is on the other hand 
present a picture of unity in diversity. 
6, The Middle East And North Africa. Annual Survey 1977-73, 
sn331. 
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i^ttc« the Iranian population is coapo«ei of nacb divers* 
groups; it is ttaderstandable that they would be speaking diffe* 
rent languages and dialects. They have their pocket of 
influence. For example, Kurdish in north and niauchis in 
extreme oath East are worth mentioning. Despite these 
factors the official language of Iran is Persian. 
Persian belongs to the saeie Indo-Kuropean family vtoieh 
gave birth to languages like English, Oerioan and French. It 
is based on the old and middle Persian tongues which were 
introduced by the central Asian invaders. Though several 
dialects are still current in various parts of Iran, each as 
Khardlsh and Turkish in the north and central Zagros siountains, 
Blauchi in the extreme south east and foreign languages i.e. 
English and French «noag the educated classes. 
Pol^l<^a^ Develepaent in Irai^ i 
Many historical and political events contributed la 
bringing about geo-political changes on the globe. This la 
true with Persia as well. Iran, which had been subject to 
hostility and invasion by foreign rulers, presents a history 
full of political developments. From the seleucld period 
(336 B.C. 350 n,C) to the emergence of the Pahalvi dynasty, 
Iran's History is composed of many dynasties. "Over the 
long centuries since the rise of the Achaemenid empire some 
thirty three dynasties ruled Iran. A number were repreaenied 
L) 
by i«o or more branches which held sway over various areaa, 
so that the total number of dynasties is at least forty six, 
7 
and in those lines there were some 446 rulers'*. 
With the beginning of 20th century Iran had becose an 
Anglo-Kussian issue. The two powers were too interested in 
the area that they dlvidei Iran into tones of inflaenee of 
the two which, later on, led to conflict between Enoland and 
Russia. The political deTelopmeatB and the foreign pressures 
on Iranian donestie and foreign affairs led to instability 
particularly in eeonoaiic and political life of Iran. At tbe 
time of 1st iforld War; Iran had become a battle field of 
great powers, until the "weak and Taeillating government in 
Tehran was overthrown by a combination of political pressure 
within tbe capital and military pressure by the troops who 
bad marched to tbe city from Oasvin, Tbe leader of these 
troops was Reaa Khan". This led to tbe re-establishment of 
Iran under the Pahalvi King---- R«sa Khaio« This major event 
on Feb 21st 1921 also proved tbe anti-Russian feelings among 
the Iranian people. »esa Khan was the Co»mander«>ln-Chief 
of the armed forces at that time under the prime ministership 
of Tabatabtai and Kingship of Abmei Shah. ^ho later on 
conferred on himself the crown of Iran and adopted the little 
Sesa Shah Pahalvi. 
7. i^ilher.... op cit. p. 74, 
a. iilber.... op cit. p. 125. 
EMERCEWCE )F MEZA SHAH PA!'Ai.fI AS A RULES I 
The energenee of Keza shah Pahalvl on the Iranian aeene 
is aiarkei by Ibe opening of an era of developaent In all fields 
of life in Iran, He was a nan of "Inpresslve siralure and great 
reserve". iUa career started with the eossack Brigade at the 
age of siiteeo only. In a period of naay years* he rose rank 
to rank and becoae the Comnander-ln-Chlef of the Iranian araed 
forces In 1921. In October 1923 Ahaed Shah appointed hln as 
the Prlae Minister of Iran and himself left the scene. Now 
all the situations were set for the overall powers to be 
exercised by Reza Shah. In 1925, he was crowned as the first 
Pahalvl ruler. 
The first and fornoit task before Resa "^ h^ah was to 
establish and stabilise the central authority and to iaprove 
relations with neighbours and other foreign countries. Then, 
the sociooecononic task is of no less laportance which required 
immediate attention. **Tho changes brought about in Iran by 
Resa hah were of sufficient magnitude to qualify as a revo«> 
lutiottf yet the extent of this revolution has not been fully 
9 
appreciated and is not easy to aeasure". However* this 
achleveaent in doaestlc and foreign affairs are well-known. 
His reformations and revolutionary actions greatly helped in 
the all-round developaent of Iran. He "strove to introduce 
9. Bananl, Aain i "In the Direction of the 9est". p.44. 
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otii»iigb ctsange io make Iran a more respected society in the 
vorld conrnttBlty", 
Resa hah Pahalvi took bold ateps vtileh proved to 
have far reaching effects on Iranian econofnyt while he 
orderec! for the termination of all extra-territorial agree-
aenta. This process sitarted in 193a and continued later on 
throughout bia period, thus relieving Iran froa foreign piok-
poeketers. "Lighter age and quarantive daties on the Peralan 
littoral of the Persian Gulf hither to oerfound by Great 
Britain, were transferred to the Persian Government in 1930. 
the Indo-European Telegraph Co., which had been in operation 
since 1172 had almost entirely been withdrawn by 1931 and the 
British coaling stations were transferred from basidu 
Bahrain in 1935''.** 
"In 1932 the cancellation of the Anglo-Peraian Oil 
Coaipany*8 concession was annouBced by Persia. The original 
concession obtained by Dr. Arey in 1901 had been taken by the 
12 Anglo-Persian Oil Company". In the first decade of hia 
reign, the Monarch's main concern was to unify into one 
national economy and ereat a centralised state. To this end, 
d»zm nhah gave Iran her first ever national standing army. 
Moreover, he was the first to institute a regular budgetary 
10. Bill, James Alban t The Politics of Iran. p.53. 
11. The Middle East and North Africa. Annual Survey, 1977-76 
330. 
12. Ibid. p.33(r. 
9 
13 
sysie» for yearly oxpeBdllure", He had to work hard for 
elimiaaiing the corruption which prevallei In Iran duo to 
the unwise policies of t^ ajar rulers, ne vas first to re* 
present the «ill of the Iranian people to get Iran relieved 
of the economic exploitation made by foreign companies. 
''The main economic achievements of Hesa shah was the 
execution of a large investment programme without signifl* 
cant help from what HAH been the basis of Iran's post-war 
development efforttlil royalties owning to problems of 
national unifieatioB, it is not surprising that between 
1921 and 1941 the transport sector received the target share 
of the resources". 
The second decade of Reta Shah's rule was marked by 
the planning for development on a large scale. They were 
meant for the economic development and nsaximum utilisation 
of the national resources for the welfare of the people. 
"Although there were a number of dramatic prograouses 
and spectacular reformsi the changes that had a continuing 
accelerating and largely Intende : effect were in the related 
areas of administration and education". ' Resa shah made 
highest contribution to the uplift of the people by giving a 
planned system of education. "Througboui his reign Resa ^^ 'hah 
13. Chamber of Commerce, Iran 1970*aj. p.24. 
14. Chamber of Commerce* Iran 197Q*s. p.24. 
15. Bill op eit P.S4. 
10 
«a« coBecrne ! with education, belleting that In unlTersal 
16 
odttcatlon lay Ihft key to national strengtli and unity". 
4aong the notable admiaietrative and social chaagee 
brought by Seia i>hah vereidifsamameBt of the turbulent tribes, 
eatablishmeat of law and order all over the country, eaanel-
pation of voaen, strenghthening of Persian nationhood and 
«elf renpect, growth of education, construction of trans-
tranian railways and thousands of niles of serviceable roads; 
re-organisation of the national exchequer and collection of 
taxes. In later years of his reign, however, the governmeat 
becase totalitarian in its nature and eoapulsory ailitry 
service was introducei and the army was increased in sice. 
16. <«ilber*... ...op eit....... p.129. 
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C^  A^ T^H^  « II 
CLA sTJtUCTUKE OF THE ^QCIKTV 
lo order to understand and appreciate fully the changee 
introduced by Hesa ?hah in modern Iran, It is necessary to 
present an analysis of the claat^  structure of the society. 
The Islamic influence in Iran, in the middle ages did not 
obliterate classes but they persisted in interaction vlth 
one another, although in quite a different manner than daring 
asanlan times. By the turn of the tventieth century, class 
officially recognised as the basis of newly established election 
procedures. 
t^et us begin vith the sasanian dynasty which ruled Iran 
during the period 224 A.D, to 641, i.e. before advent of Arabs. 
The powerful oentraliied administration of Iras during this 
period is well known. That is why they bad an extensive empire 
which could be ruled only through a powerful central government. 
As far as the social structure of the society during thai period 
is concerned, it was **an extremely rigid one and elasa relations 
were marked by a one side> flow of power that kept the lower 
classes in a position of subjection. The society was divided 
into four basic elassestthe clerics, the warriors, the 
12 
bareancratSf and the peaasat masses. Eaeh of these classes 
was further divided into separate and fixed groupings and 
the result was a complex and intricate hierarchical social 
structure**. It is very interesting to note that there was 
no aovement between the classes* no interaction which had 
caused further rigidity of the social structure in the 
asanian period. Arther Cbristensenp in the work L'lr<^ « 
sons lea asaanldes. has described the nature of the classes 
in the following words! 
"...•... social grades existed within all classes. 
Each had his own ranit and fixed place in society and it was 
a firs principle in Hasanian politics that no person could 
aspire to a rank higher than that to which he was destined 
by blrtb**.^  
None very basic and inportant changes took place la 
the Iranian society under the Arab rul^ . • The effects were 
far reaching in their nature. The Iranian people gave whole* 
hearted support to the rulers who brought for then a religion 
based on equality without any disttnetion of raee, religioB» 
caste and creed. There is little doubt that the invaders who 
entered Islaai under the banner of a religion which stressed 
eqallty struck a responsive chord aaoag the siasses of people 
1« Bill, James Albani The Politics of IraniGroups. Classes. 
and Modernisation. Charles E. Merrill 
P.2. 
2. Quoted in Ibid p.2. 
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who nade up ih« lover echelosia of an extremolj inflexlblo 
class system". 
But this should not be ffiisundersiood* The Arabs 
iafluenc* on Iraeian society could not elinlnate the rigidity 
of the class system. Instead vith the result of their inter-
action, that rigidity decreased to a certain extent. 
Until the beginning of the twentieth century, there 
had been established a traditional social structure including 
seven classes} "the ruling classes, the bureaucratic ailddle 
class, the bourgeois middle class, the cleric middle class, 
the traditional vorking class, the peasant class, and the 
nonadic class. The twentieth century has witnessed the 
appearance of two new classes which today are also part of 
the system—— the industrial vorkiny class and the profe-
ssional class**. In the beginning they were snail, "bat were 
to play an increasingly inportant part after it, and a still 
5 
larger one after the second World war**. 
It is necessary to understand the various concepts of 
these classes, to get a oiore clear idea of the social strae-
ture of the Iranian society. fe aust start with the ruling 
class. This class has been termed variously by the Iranians 
— • ' » • " " • • " ^11—MMiie i i iM<ii iM»wi mi-M—•iwwMiiti i i i iM I—miiiiii M I W IWHI mi e m iwww Mf<>mtmmim>m>mtt mi IMHW wn^uMMiaini. i m w m i > mmmmmm 
3. Ib id . p . 4 . 
4 . Ib id . p . 7 . 
5 . Charles^lssawi i9ii)i The Econowic h i s t o r y of Iran 
'^ iaOO-1914. P . 2 2 . 
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auoh •• Tabaq<»t)«'yl'»ih«k4««h. taba^«h«»yt-maatatnli« baya^^i-
hakiaah. aayan. aahraf. baaaroan. aaaaadaran aad arlatnkraal. 
Tba aain coaeept behind all ibeae terns was the mtm^'--'—"-' 
The Rtillag Claaa* Thte class was further divided lato six 
aajor olasseat "(1) Shabf (2) families of reiaaiag dyaastyt 
(3) tribal aobilityr (4) native laadlords; (5) system 
supporting high ulana (clerics) and (6) oiilitary elite. These 
six groups have eomposei:} the ruling class for eeatnries and 
their cbaraeter is quite clearly described by their titles. 
Hovever, the Shah ha« always been somewhat detached frooi Ibe 
rest of the ruling class because of the special power position 
that be has held".^ 
Besides these "Six major costpoaents" there have always 
been influencing the royal fanilies in one way or another 
and this process haa been a constant one. Nothing can be aaid 
about the exact nuaber of these elassea. In Iran there baa 
been in use a term "thouaand fanilies** in this regard. Bat 
it could not been certified in any sense. However, a deep 
study of social classes in Iran reveal that the aamber of each 
families has never exceedeJ more than one to two haadered 
familiea. Nor their presence in the royal can be traeed to 
be out ia terms of periods. Some of them claim to be present 
from early Qajar period, some from pre-Qajar and even pre* 
Safavi period (1334-1742 A.D.). 
6. Bill op cit. p.9. 
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Tbo noiabla fanilien which either joined the royal 
family or iBflaesced it greatly nay be aaaed a»«»—->Bakhtlyaris» 
Qahqals* Qajars, Afsharst '<iuqadda<ae, Qarahouslus, Zangaalaaf 
Alam |>;tr(aiya, i^idayat, Naflei, iUkiaatf Alam, Qavan, Akbar» 
Namlfi. yaasor, ^Inl, ^fahdavi* Uiba, and 'Adl. one eleaenta 
have reeently beeoae part of the rttllRg class which energcd 
due to the iBdustrlal and eeoRoale developaiefit «.—»•.-•. foreign 
indttsirialifttst aad biislnes^nea, an idiglneous eeonomie 
aristocracy and a landlesSf rentier elite. 
The Bureattcra^c Claaai 
This elaas falls within the category of the traditional 
middle classes* The Iranians refer to this class as ^abi^qah-i~ 
karnancfan which has been translated into gngliah as the civil 
serv«nt class. The whole administration has been dependent 
on this class. "One of the basic characteristics of this 
class was the fact that its nembers usually possessed a 
ainiauQi of the traditional education and could carry oni the 
important tasks of recording and accounting**. This class 
has been possessing a prestigious position in the Iranian 
society due to its link with the ruling class. Its aeabera 
have Mostly been attached to the royal family, the rojral 
court and other groups in the higher class. That is why It 
7* Bill....... op cit p.13. 
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has b««R •njoylng an important power which 1« sliarad by BO8«« 
The Bottrgeosie Classtlt has also been a part of the 
middle class, which constitiitea aerchants, traders and baei-
nessmen as its eompoaents. As tho coaponents names reveals 
this class has bees a master of its own in the Iranian aarkets 
or ecoBoay in more sound words to say. The main characteristics 
of this class has been its exercise of inflnence for political 
purposes whenever their economic interest were endangered by 
the royal polities. They utilised their eeonomie power to 
resist with the upper or ruling clas« suppressing or endan-
gering policies towards the raerchants etc. They had not to 
move into the ruling class such as the bureaerats did, to 
gain strength and power* Instead they preferred to stand firm 
in between the ruling class and the bureaeracy. 
The Traditional Middle Claset 
This middle class consisted of two parts->»-—akhands 
and A|>abs» Tbey have been translated as the clerics and ilhe 
student clerics. The most appreciable eharaeteristies of this 
class was its usual sympathy and support for the masses. SAme* 
times their personal interest overlapped those of the people, 
yet they were nearer to the common man than to the royal 
family and the middle classes. Another important aspect of 
this class was its criticism of the ruling class policy 
towards the official religion of Iran--><—>shia sect of Islam. 
17 
They tbonghi that the ruling class was not sincere in carrying 
out its responsibilities towards the following of daetrlnes. 
The iorfcina Classi 
"Tbe developaent of indaatry and the process of nrbani-* 
sation have resulted in the appearance and growth of a new 
ft 
urban industrial working class". Thin class included serwanist 
{sannual labourers, craftsisan, artisans etc. This class cone 
under the category of lower class which have very little to 
say in natters of the state. 
yhe Peasaqtryi 
As Iran has been an agricultural cottntry* most of her 
inhabitants ^^ fspcfCially in the rural areas, have been peasaals. 
Generally, they have been in poor econoaic, social educational 
conditions. Nor have they any voice to political affairs. The 
land reforms have improved their conditions to sosie extent. 
But still they are very backward. 
The nomads also consist tbe lower class strata of the 
Iranian society. This class has also been interacting with 
the peasants. 
a. Bill op cit, p.14, 
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The Social Strttotara Dttrlao Keaa sbah'g P»rto4t 
At th« tine of the ris* of Heua. '^ ha^ i the Ir«iii«R 
floeioiy was BO more differooi from that which existed a 
century «go. Soae kind of western iafluenee had started to 
enter into the soclal/^ o^f Iran but it was very animportaBt. 
The ruling elaea bad started to accept the westers 
influence in their daily life in the form of western clothing, 
crockery, paper, toilet articles etc. but '*the degree of 
westeraiaation araoag the mesibers of the upper class was not 
uBifortB. •.... • most of theai retained western ideas and 
theories, particularly about politics. But their hoaes, 
their faiBily relatioas, their marriages, and their personal 
o 
habits and activities roisained overakhelsiiioBly Persian". 
The merchant class had ooouBercial links with the 
Europe, bnt they did not accept the western culture even in 
a slight manner. They were wealthy, influential and active, 
yet they remained up to the emergence of Re.sa Shah away froa 
westernisation. Nor were they irapresseJ by the western ideas 
and theories. 
Like the merchants clasa, the peasantry class too 
retained their pure Persian culture. The villages were very 
9, Banani, Amin s yhe Moderniaation Of Iran. 1921-1941,. p.2a. 
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•aall in aamber which bad soae kind of eoaiaet with ih« 
waslwra oivillzaiioB. Thwy had aceapied a vary f«ry lltila 
Inflaaaeo aaly ia a linliad flald. Thair alads wera aoi la 
coaiaet with tbosa of the wast. In shortt tha p«a«aata wara 
tba saaa as ia tha laat aaay caatarlao. Thair tocio-aeoaaiiie, 
educatioaal aad cultural baekgroaad did aot ehaaga aayaiora. 
Tba oaly class which anarga t aad eoBtlnj|a«8ly chaagad 
was tba ralddla class. Tha most Importaat charaetarlstle of 
this class was its cuttiag across all tha saetioao of tha 
Iraalaa soelaty. At tha tlna of tha anargeaca of Rasa hah» 
this class was in a silaorlty bat bad aa ioiportaat placa la 
tba soeiaty. It iaeladad as its mambars a new gaaaratioa 
drawB froB tba soas of royal, niddla classas, aad ax-clargyaiaa» 
aoBs of aiaor Offieials» aad avaa a few soas of peasaata who 
coaposad tha aajority of this group. A^tar gattiag adacaiad 
thay baeaaa doetora» lawyers, jouraalist, teachers, aray 
officers ate. aad thus foraed a aew aiddle class, "la 1920 
they w»r9 a aiaority, but they ware both the fOiee aad tlie 
political coaeiaace of Iraa. They bad aade sigaificaat 
iaeroads iato the aedieval order of Iraaian society aad 
goTaraneat. They had provea their eapaeity to assiailate 
weetera ciTllisatioa. They had put coasiittttioaal liaita 
apoa aa old autfticraey ia the face of aaormous obstacles. 
They had equalised opportuaities to such a degree that aay 
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»mn of ability could oeeupy the highest offiee**. 
But there were sene ehorteomiiigii in this elaat, Thoagh 
this elaisB eaerged as an eager one for progrese and change in 
the social life of Iran. What they lacked was "eohenslon and 
effective leadership to translate its wishes into an organised 
plan of action", 
**The Aaerioan diplotaat and author Jafiies Sives Childs* 
cooling to Iran in raid thirties was impressed by Reaa Shah's 
aehieYeraeats in uaderffliniag the influence of the clergy and 
by the degree of secularisation in pnbltc affairs and social 
12 
relations". His rapid westernisation of Iran changed the 
rigidity of social structure into flexibility, though he had 
to put the ruling class on the sane traditional highest 
position in the society. 
10. Ibid, DP. 29-30. 
11. Ibid, p.10. 
12. Ibid, p.Ud. 
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CHAPTER - III 
IMPACT OF THE WEST 
A. Pire-Re** Shah P«rlodi 
The process of change by lis very nature is such that 
we can not measure it into strict periods of tine— from 
which tiae It began and onto which time, it ended. iiewever» 
an attempt can be aade to nark the period of change with a 
broad categorisation. As far as Iran is concerned, we can 
not limit the impact of the west on Iran in a limited period 
nor we can Unit its boundrles in the people's life there. 
Moreover, Iran bad been in contact with the European countries 
since a long period* Despite these problems, we can agrea 
with the view that "Western life and thought began to peaete-
rate nodern Iran daring the sixteenth and seventeenth eentvries, 
when the establishment of Safvi Empire marked *the eateraace 
of Persia into the comity of nations and the genesis of poli-
tical relations which still to a considerable exteat hold 
. 2 good*. 
1. Young T, Cuyler, The Middle East Journal, fol.2 (1948) p.47. 
2, Cited in Ibid — Brown, i,G. t Literary History of Persia. 
Vol.Xtr (Cambridge, 1924).p^7 

2 i^ 
Political Lifet 
The penetration of western ideologies Into Iran iBflaenced 
the political life of Iran. The events in the west imtaediately 
affeetei Iran. Under the influeace of the Bussian {tevolutloa 
of 1905, a wave of political enligbtaent spread over the aladt 
of Iranian people. Their desire for nationaliam and eonstiia* 
tional reforms sparked the political happenings la Iran. Tbia 
resulted into the fall of the QaJar dynasty". The InflneBoe 
of this ilevolatlon seeped into Iran through the caueasissf for 
after the failure of their attempt in Russia, some of the 
leaders of the revolution in Iran'fl|caacasla migrated to Iran, 
where they founded newspapers and agitated for a liberal 
revolution".^ 
The influence of Russo-Japanese war of 1904«>5 was also 
marked on the life of Iranian people. The writers especially 
contributed to the growth of nationalism in Iran. They worked 
and voiced "liberal, progressive and patriotic ideas for some 
tbii'ty years, and their writings now began to take effects". 
Intellectual ^idei 
"The Intellectual atmosphere in Persia at the end of the 
nineteenth century, which was so receptive to the ways of the 
west, was created by a very few peoples yet their influeace 
5. Banani.?.. op cit p.9. 
6. ibid, p.9. 
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ntkn very grea t . All the p o l i t i c a l aod phy«ieal ebangea were 
taking place agaiaat a background of la teaae I n t e l l e e i u a l 
c u r i o s i t y and avid d e s i r e for weatornisat ioB". 
social Lifei 
At the time of the rise of Resa "^ hah Pahalvi* the 
society bad coae into contact with that of the west. But 
the western influence o'n Iranian society was not narked. 
Moreover, this influence was very liaiited and lacked uaifor* 
mity. The degree of westernisation varied frosi class to 
class. At the head of the Iranian social structure was the 
royal family. It is interesting to note that at least soae 
members of each family of upper clasSf studied in Surope, 
brought home the western style of living with some modifiea* 
tion into that style according to the local culture and 
upper class requirements. The impact of the west could be 
seen on them in clothing, toilet articles, paper, crockery, 
glass ware, etc. But still their traditions and eustttme of 
marriage, their family relations, their habits remained 
purely Iranian. 
B, geia Shah's Period! 
The reign of Resa Shah is charaeterlied by the rapid 
modernisation of Iran in all aspects of Iranian life. This 
T. Ibid, p.21. 
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d«v«lopmeBi wfts to speedy thai it took the fora of « kind of 
revolution. The vhole life wes overshadoved by tke iapaet 
of the vest—t Political, social, eeoBooiie educational and 
intellectual. Let us ^ o into sorae details so as to know to 
what extent these aajor fields of Iranian life vere influ-
enced by the vest. 
(i) ?^ olitlcal Life I- The trade activities between 
Iran and European countries had been established on a large 
extent till the beginning of the Pahalvi period in 1921. Yet 
the western ideas had already started penetrating into Iran 
through a liaitednumber of Iranian students studying abroad. 
They were highly lapressed with the political developaent in 
Burope. 
In the reign of Resa Shah (1925-41) the western influ-
ence on Iran's politics emerged as a strong force. As he 
highly encouraged weetern education aaong Iranian students, 
this ultiaately led to a flow of western ideelogies into 
Iran's political life. 
The aost iaportant contribution of (texa Shah to Iran's 
politics was his great eapbasis on the national unity of 
Iran. He eliainated the use of honorary military titles* 
at 
**8esa Shah felt mere keenly then of any his compatriots/the 
tragic contrast between Iran's glorious past and her present 
impotent state, and was resolved to rouse the country from 
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her lethargy and io foster national unity and pride. Iran 
vae to throw off all foreign intervention and influence and 
to win fall independence and the respect of other nations'*. 
The emergence of a strong nationalism was an outcome 
of the western impact of Iran. "It was a nationalism at 
once inspired by an example of cohesive, autocratic European 
states and fanned by the frusteratlng experience of being 
a 
coerced and exploited by those states". The concept of an 
extensive Iranian empire trasformed fradually into the concept 
of a state which is present in every walk of life. This was 
also a manifestation of nationalisation. 
It is interestina to note that Iran adopted western 
political institutions in a hurry and could not make them 
adjusted in the local atmosphere. Professor Lambton, in her 
famous article "Impact of the West on Persia", published in 
International Affairs, XXXIII (1957), has pointed out the 
failure of this adoption of western political institutions 
into Iran, in the following wordst-
"The adoption of constitutional government in 1960 
implied a revolution in the conception of society and in the 
relation of the individual to society. In theory the govern-
ment was accorded certain ppwers and denied ethers, but in 
•• Wither, Donald N t Iran-Past and Present. (Princeton Univ. 
Press) 1975, p.126. 
9. Banani.... op cit, p.146. 
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practice the eoneeptioa of a contraotual basis of soeiety* 
of a system of mutual duties and rights above aad beyond 
the outvard forms of governnent upon which the system rests 
in the vest, continues to be foreign to Persian thought. 
All po«er is still regarded as irresponsiblet the new foras 
of government have failed to provide a fri^evork for a fall 
and fruitful national life, and certain of its organs have 
usurped control over fields outside their own, the inevitable 
result of which is tyranny". 
The impact of the west on Iranian government and 
pollticis and its failure in adopting the spirit of western 
political institutions as well as getting them into practice 
was criticise* by a well known Jurist of Iran"- Qr, Musa Javan 
in the following wordsi-' 
"In European countries, safeguards have been developed 
to protect the rights of the individuals....... In Iran no 
such safeguards exist and absolute tyranny is the rule,...*,. 
In the western sense government is cooperation in public 
service...,... In Iran....... it is a form of cooperation 
among corrupt elements Our best reform legfelation, 
which could have led to social equity, has been subverted 
or left in operative (whereas ~ Banani's) all harmful laws 
have been vigorously enforced", 
10, Cited in Bananl, p. lf^ 2. 
11. Cited in Banani op cit p,!''*^. 
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HoweTer» it caonot be denied that the iapact of the 
vest on the political life of Iran ha<! some ponitlve aspect* 
too. It was under the vestern influenee that Iran got istro* 
dttced to a stroog wave of nationalism. "Heca Shab iras inbtted 
irltb this spirit; it had coae to him not from abstract oonten-
plation of western ideologies* but from distress and anger 
at the belpleescess of backward Iran in the face of foreiga 
12 interveatioB**. 
This spirit of natioaalisw led to the eonsolousness of 
the Iranian people to establish and stat^ise their ideaiity 
as a united and strong nation. Reaa Shah made reforas to 
give a new prolonged life to Iranian nation and the people 
in turn learnt from the western experience a habit to adopt 
these reforms for the welfare of the coaatrj. 
(ii) aeliaions Lifei- The official religion of Iran 
was legalised as Shia Sect of Islam through the constitatlonal 
provisions and the King was proelained as the '^Defender of 
the Faith". These provisions were not altered dariag the 
process of westernisation of Iran. Yet the Kiag was highly 
resisted ia his reforms ia every walk of life by the clergy. 
'*Rega Shah and his regime was not eontemptaous of* or hostile 
tOf religion as sochf they were only indifferent or opposed 
to it in so far as the religious leaders blocke^^oderaisatiea 
12. Ibid, p.46. 
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«Bd wtre In a position to compromise tho vfaole taovenent unlesii 
13 
curtailad in power**. 
The western civilisation also influencecUlie religious 
ideas of the Iranians. Till now they thought that political 
and religious life can not be separated, or^ in other words* 
Shah and clergy can not be isolated from each other's influ-
ence. But the wave of westernisation touched the religious 
life too and resulted in a blow to the integrity of the King 
and the clergy. A new growing class consisting of governnent 
officials* amy officers* professional men and students etc.* 
were being familiar to the view that religion and polities 
are two independent fields of life, its Influence can be 
estimated from the following extract from the editorial of 
Rastakhia;. 
''Religion is a aiatter of heart and conscience. It should 
not serve political ends. For this purpose today we ausi 
embrace the idea of nation and patriotisa.. The interests 
of the nation are above the interests of religion. They are 
more universal and store unifying. Everyone shonld be tabued 
with the spirit of nationallsn. In this way we all stand 
together and our religion will not separate as". 
13. Young. T. Cuyler op eit p.54. 
14. Horriyat-c Adyan" (Freedom of Religious), Editorial in 
Sastakhiz, II* No.l (April 192S)* p.9 cited in Sanani 
op eit* p.47. 
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(ill) Social Llf»t« The infliieraiioa of wesiorn 
olTllizatlon into Iran did not leave their social life 
ttniouehe i. "The momentous nature of transformation of Iran^ 
is no where better illustrated than by the changes effectea 
in the lives of her people. The dynamic influence of the 
vest has brought about a through change in the every day life 
of the Iranees. Every house is furnished in a European style, 
Sitting on carpets is out of fashion. Mat-standst ward-robes 
and dressing-tables, dinning tables and dinner wagons, forks 
and spoons, dinner-sets and tea sets and sofas and chairs are 
much in demand for homes as cooking pots**. 
Not only this, the social intercourse between men and 
women was also an out come of the impact of the west. "ISesa 
Shah brought women into society) not only did he remove their 
veils and introduced them to western elethinf,but he insisted 
that they play an active role. He said i 'Up to this time, 
one half of the population was not taken into account, and 
there were no statistics of the female population; it seemed 
as if women were some other type of individuals who did not 
form a part of the population of Iran. Now that you have 
entered society, it is your duty to worktyou are to be the 
educators of the next generations". 
1 5 , U a u l v i , A.M. t Impact of ffesternlsation. p . 2 3 4 . 
1 6 . Wilber op c i t p . 1 2 5 . 
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(IT) Kducationi'- 4e cannot deny the iaportance of 
edtteation and lis utility in the life of a nation. These 
are the etiucated people and the influence of education on 
society thai a constructiTe step is taken towards progress 
and developaents. Uneducatei and illiterate peope are a 
burden on society and lean the nation towards baekvardnesa, 
it was not the impact of the west that the people of Iran 
gave response to education. They had already a long chain 
of world faaous scholars, peets, arcMtects etc. and a bnge 
number of 'aektabs' and *madarftas there. The only change in 
this direction come in the form of adoption of a planned 
educational proi^ raane based on western pattern. It gave a 
sianificant place to western education in itself. 
Educated Iranian students returning from Europe brought 
hoae a high appreciation of western education, some of thea 
established schools in Iran on the very design and eneouraged 
people to send their children to these schools. Colleges on 
European style were opened in Iran. 
''Throughout his reign, Reia Shah was concerned with 
education, believing that in universal education lay the key 
to national strength and unity, schools all ever the land 
taught Persian rather than the local tongues of seae of the 
regions, and new text books and readers were designed to 
in still the same patterns of social behaviour in all areas. 
In addiilont ttesa Shah irasi the itiTiilator of the reform of 
the Persian language by vblch it wa^ purged of words taken 
fron other langaagee". 
The western inflaenee on educational prograame during 
the reign of Seaa Shah can be seen definitely in one of the 
twin duties of the High Council of Education, foraied In 
1921~«»»• "(to give—> Sanani** words) serious considerations 
to the eurriculuas of schools in Europe", 
Students were sent to get teacher's training in Europe 
and then Join Iranian Schools and Colleges. The arraageneats 
of text books, fflodelling of Schools and Colleges and the 
different teaching methods also bore western influenceio 
Teachers recruited from abroad for aissionary schools and 
colleges also led to westernisation of education in Iran. 
(v) Industryt"* The most fascinating and appreciable 
impact of the west on Iran could be observed in the field of 
industry. The reign of Resa shah is aiarke i by westernisation 
of industries* Keeping in view the world wide depression, 
it was felt necessary to have a strict control over foreign 
exchange and foreign trade, festera ways of banking were 
adopted. "The general industrial scheaie was a sound one and 
was executei by foreign specialists and by Iranian engineers 
17. «ilber op cit, p.129. 
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who had been trained abroad* Plants were well located in 
referenee to new railway Lines, to tsineral deposits* and 
to areas suitable for the growing of the agrieultttral pro-
ducts to be processed, viany of the factories were desigaed 
by leading European engineering firiBs» and fine aodern oiaetii--
nery was purchased froa Englandy Gernany, Sweden and otlier 
countries". 
(»i) Telecowmunica^ioBi-' The introduction of telegraph 
system of sending messages in the least titae, linking of elliesy 
ports, industrial areas through railways, roads etc. bear the 
western influence on this field of life too. Taking ianiidiate 
and constructive steps towards the progress of the country, 
iieaa hah did't hasitate in adopting taodern ways of eoaaffiunl-
cation as dewelopetl in ii*^ urope and Aneriea. The construction 
of a railway line linking Persian Gnlt te the Caspian >ea was 
initiated in 1925 and ease into operation in 1938. iloads were 
also constructed, old ones repaired and broadened. 
Thus, we observe that a lot of changes tootr place in 
Iran's political, socio—eeonoiBlc, cultural and religious 
conditions, due to its relations with the west. Often these 
developaents are eritised by both the Iranian and foreign 
scholars. The main point in this regard is put as being an 
13, Ibid...,., p. 305. 
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imbalance In iht; adoption of western eiTlllsatioR irrespeeilve 
of the Iranian conditions and local probleots* Sat tbis aspect 
ahoald not be o?er~enaphasised as no policy can completely 
becoae snceessful. The westernisation of Iran under the rule 
of Iteaa Shah was basically ained and desired for the welfare 
of Iranian people, their progress in line with the needs of 
the modern world and last, bat not least to have a proper 
and respectful place for Iran in the comrtiuoity of nations, 
^hy we don*t take notice of the evil of Modernisation in 
Europe? Why we avoid their shortcoeaings? The answer is that 
nobody is perfect in the world. This also applies to Iran. 
Reca Shah was very regretful of the backwardness of Iran and 
all that he did, was not aine I at leading nation into a wrong 
direction. 
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scientific and industrial cievelopaent in Tvurope, aodera way* 
of life had become nuch experiRife, These new items of luxury 
also reached Iran. The upper class wae caught by the charts 
of modern furniture, clothing, cinema and travel etc. To gain 
and use such aodern laeans of life, it wa-;; felt difficult, 
generally, to have otore than one wife at a tieie. It is 
surprising to note that polygamy was still persistent in the 
lower aiddle class and lower classes instead of their low 
incomes. They regarded it as a prestigious matter of their 
life Just to have more than one wife at a tine. 
sotae legal steps were taken by the Iranian goternisenl to 
improve the married life of women. In 1931, the Marriage Act 
granted them access to the civil courts ani the adntiaistratioa 
and disposal of their property without their husband's pernis-
sion, as well as putting severe restraints on polygamy. In 
1935, another law fixed the lowest marriage age for women at 
fiftean and men at eighteen, A man could not take a second 
wife without the full knowledge and consent of his first wife 
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ami the prospective one." * About the sanie law, Woodemall 
expresses his view as sucht 
"The new tnarriage law in Iran (1935) has sot directly 
attached polygamy but has stipulated that before contracting 
21. Spaneer op eii p.ll6 
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CHAPTEU - IV 
STATUS OF mm.}* 
Tli« beginning of the twentieth century was definitely 
narked a tarn in the life of Iranian women* Until the first 
decade of the present century, women were generally uneducated. 
They were uninfluenced by the developments and proyress in 
other countries* They were unaware of the OTolution which was 
responsible for the upliftaient of women in society. In Europe, 
not far off their native land, women were seeking education, 
showing interest in enei^ploynsent and most significantly were 
trying to understand the world around them* 
Before 1935 Iranian women of the ruling class and 
other wealthy and respected families were educated at home by 
'aaulvis*. They were taught the Holy Quran, 'hariah and 
nothing more than that* Under the influence of the Europeans 
and Americans, which had been reisarkable till the end of 19tb 
century and the first two decades of twentieth century follow— 
ed by the rise of Nlesa shah, people had started to understand 
the necessity of girl's education. The foreign missionries 
took interest in this field and pioneered the idea of female 
education in Iran. 
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It id Interesting to note that some ehangeg took place 
in the social status of women, too. Moreover, it was being 
conaidereJ tti^ t the po^^itlon it wonen shoul I be protected by 
law. o legal actions were started to be taken. Let its see 
what ehanyea took place in varioug fieldci of life of woaen in 
Iran, what stepa were taken for their ar>lifttaent, which 
factora other than royal authorities, contributed to thi« 
national cause in Iran. 
**It is true that I»lam, In theory, gives a certain 
status to the women, but in actual practice, she is such in-
ferior to sian and eeonoisieal ly, a virtual slave of the latter. 
Religious taboos and social restrictions do not permit her to 
go beyond the limits prescribed for women in this men-siade 
society. The lavs of marriage and divorce are more favourable 
to man than to women. '^ he has to suffer the disgrace of poly-
gamy which, in Persia, often degenerates into *Sigha* or 
temporary marriage. Finally, she has a little opportunities 
to arrest herself in life outside her home.** 
Before the rise of Resa shah to Iranian throne, the 
slatos of women in Iranian society was not equal to that of 
men. She was not allowed even to think of that. '^ he was to 
live behind the curtain, to perform domestic duties, bear and 
took after her children and obey her husband. ** As late as 
1. Rahman, Muaibur i Movements for Kmancipatton of Women In 
Persii^. p.26 
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1923, for 1923, it van noted that royal ladies never go out 
Gxeent in a closed carriage with an eumunch on the box. In 
passing through a town..••..• riders often precede it, crying 
out} Men turn your eyes away Every respectable towns-
wonan and girl, rich or i)oor, wears a chador It is a 
complete desgulse, an.i a man has difficulty in reeo(|nislng 
his own wife on the street."' 
Unfortunately the equal status given to women by lalaa 
was not least praetiaed in Iran* Their exclusive isolation 
froiB the society led to the continuous wastage and expoit-
atioB of abilities and inherent capacities gifted by God. 
Maulvl, a renowned writer of Iran, has suaniarised the position 
on woBien in the pre-Hesa ^hah period in the following words t 
"About sixty seventy years ago, the position of 
woaan in Iran was abonimable. From her birth 
she was looked as defeatable creature. She was 
tolerated as a necessary evil. It was the will 
of God and the parents had to resign themselves 
to their fate. She was brought up with indif-
ference, for unlikTe a son, she could be of no 
use to her parents in old age. '>he was a 
3 burden on her parents.** 
2. Spencer, iilliaoi i Iran, p. 116 
3, Maulvi, A.y. t Modern Ira^ p.115 
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Though some of the Iranian scholars, •some neople 
beloBQing to the clergy naid due resnonse to the need of the 
upliftment of Iranian women, yet it took much tirae to take 
aetire steps in this regards i,e, durliKT the period of Rc«a 
hah. It was regretting and a cause of depression for soase 
poets who expressed their feelings In their versed, A well 
known poet of Iran of the nre-R^aa Shah period.••.••. Iraj 
yirsa, wrote} 
"Oil God, how long will our men continue to sleep? 
iiow long thejr will keep their woman in seclusion? 
Oh God, when will our enlightened nan realise his 
4 
absurdity? Is not woman a huraan being?" 
not 
It led to the credit of Re«a '^ hah who/agrleve of the 
seclusion of Iranian woaan and brought her side by side of 
man in the daily life, f'e realised the necessity of their 
progress and well estimate'' their power for the sound train-
ing of the new generation into a grace fal, confidant and 
respected nation. 
To achieve the end, the woman was given opportunity 
to prove their gifted capabilities, though in a limited 
field. They were encouraged for social intercourse shoulder 
to shoulder with nan. A sound beginning was made to give her 
4* Cited in Ifaulvi.... op cit. p.l37 
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a status in society equal to man and thus eliminate the 
prevalent inequality between the two sexes. Efforts were 
aade to stake women realize ttielr position in the society. 
.\leans of Media were utilised to propagate the official 
policy in this concern. 
Before looking into the soclo-eeonoiaiCy politieal» 
educational developaionts in Iranian woman's life during fiesa 
hah't reigDy it seems inevitable to have a bird*s eye view 
of the novements of emancipation as propagated by the then 
Iranian government. 
A, KmancipatioH Movement t 
The itamediate aspect of national problems before Resa 
Shah at the tine of his accession to throne were to external 
anc e 
policy of Iran, naintain/of law and order in the country 
and a sound public administration, soon after sone major 
actions in the above mentioned regards, the King responded 
emphatically to socio-economic oroblems of his country which 
included the problems of Iranian woman. "The propaganda for 
emancipation of woman was launched by the government in 1927, 
and its success will long remain in the annuals of the lata 
King Sesa shah Pahalvi. For centuries the woman of Iran 
remained hidden behind heavy black veils, falling short of 
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In those days it v«re the royal members and uppor 
clar^ i people who made any thing fashionable. Or in other 
wora they used to lead the social life arouni them. This 
too hapnenel in Iran, "The educated upper class women took 
the lead in abandoning the veil, never as comsou in Iran 
«ith its independent traditions and strong tribal conscious-
ness as in the Arab countries. In 1935 the tiueen appeared 
unveiled at a public ceremony,** 
Another most important outcome of the emancipation 
propaganda was in connection with the female education. It 
was offieialy propagated and people were being convinced in 
maximum number to send their daughters to educational insti-
tutions. Facilities were being provided for the achievemenia 
of that goal. 
Legal steps were also taken under this movement. ^omen 
were given some sort of protection against their exploitailoM. 
Let us now turn to these aspects in detail one by '.>ne so as 
to understand the position of Iranian woman under tbe atmos-
phere created by itesa Shah's appreciable reforms, 
B. Female Education i 
Untill the rise of King Reca Shah, * maktabs * and 
* madaraa*s ' were the centres of learning, A very highly 
9. Spencer ,... op cit, p.116 
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selective process of learning was adopted la selecting the 
best students f^ ota the candidates desiring admission to 
these sole educational institutions, which were usually 
adjoined to mosques. Thus religious education i.e. teaching 
of the Molj Quran, the •Shariah' •fiqah* etc, highly domina-
ted the carriculum. As wonen were supposed to wear *chador* 
strictly, they had no opportunity to join 'mektabs' and 
'laadarsas*. Very few of the upper class ladies were taught 
a very limited curriculum based on the teachings of the 
Holy Quran at their homes by the 'maulvi's* under strictly 
followed veils. This was mainly, .,.•. '^owing to pseudo-
religious and aoeio-cultural restrictions, girls were exclud-
ed from any organized ijrocess," 
When Resa Shah apneareri on the scene, there were no 
more than 10,000 students enrolled in the national (state 
and private non-religious) schools. There were only two 
schools for girls, one at Tehran opened In 1874 and the 
other at Rasht opened in 1937. 
A Ministry of Education was for the first time created 
in Iran in 1910 with the High Council of Education as its 
10. Banani, A^min t The Moderniatation of Iran. 1921-41 »f^ >87 
11. Elwell sulton i Modern Iran, p.133 cited in Banani... 
op cit p.91 
4^ '^ t3 
ftdjunel was created in 1921 which ««s a policy making, 
supartisory, oonauliailTe body. One of the two csain tasks 
of this newly born organisation was **(•<> prepare a currieuluoi 
for teachers training colleges for men and women,** 
In the Ibllowing years, Resa Shah encouraged wonen 
to receive education in the organised institutions, 
"Mfben Reza ^hah ca«e to the throne in 1925, only 
four state High Schools and a number of Ameriean, British 
and French Christian laissionary schools provided secondary 
education for girls. Except in agriculture, domestic service 
and the textile carpet industries, no work outside the hoise 
12 
was available for woaan apart from a handful of teachers.*^ 
itesa Shah contributed highly to increase the number 
of girls' schools and provide mazicBuai facilities for this 
end. ilhile addressing a gathering of about five hundered 
wonen students at the Noraal school in Tehran in 1939, 
the King expressed} 
"It is not too aucb to «ay that formarly half the 
population of our country was not counted, or—in other words, 
half the working force was unetaployed. There was no eensus 
taken of wonen, as if they belonged to another species. Yon 
12. Bosworth .... op eit p,48k 
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voacii aust considtr this a great day and laake uae of jour 
opporianitles In the propreas of the country. My aia->ter» 
and dauglitors noir that you have enterod eoeletyf know your 
dnty that you mutit work for your native land. The hapoinesa 
of the future is in your handa." 
The growth in girl" education during the period of 
Reaa Shab and the pre Koxa t^ hah period was reaarkable. In 
1910, there were forty one schools for girls and 2167 girls 
were enrolled in these schools* The nutsber of girls' schools 
increased uoto one hondered and ninty (190) in 1929 in which 
11»489 girls were enrolled, la 1933, the number of such 
acboal was eight hundered and seventy with enrolment number 
14 fifty thousand. In the sane year, the relative extent of 
edacation for boys and girls, government and private schools 
was as follows 1-
15 Eleweatary Schools EleaeatarY Studeata 
Boys aiit Girls 49^ Boys 77^| Girls 23^ 
Secoad^ry Schools Secondary students 
Boys 67%t Girls 33* Boys 79rlj Girls 2l!t 
13. Cited In - — afoodsmall,, Ruth Frances t Mo slew foacn Enter 
a New forld. p.43 
14. Le Journal de Tehran, February ia,1936. cited in fn... 
woodsnail op cit p.146. 
15. Annual Report of the Uiaistry of Education, 1932<->33. 
Cited in fn... woodssall ... op clt p.l47 
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Upio 1935, the sltuatioi) was so that girls* edueatlon 
was limited to primary schools in the case of majority. A 
Tory limited number of girls vent to secondary schools, and 
colleges. The American Mission Institution for girls in 
Tehran, Kurbakush, profided top education for girls by isapart-
ing a twelve year course. Most of the girls* secondary 
schools were run by private institutions. In 1933, about two 
handered and thirty five girls graduated from secondary schools, 
During the reign of Resa Shah, some attention vas paid 
to physical education of the girls. Girls in schools ttsually 
took keen interest in gycanastic exhibitions and participated 
in active exercises and sports. The lav of "unveiling** 
provided theoi soae kind of freedom to take part in physical 
exercise within the bighvalled schools. foodsoiall, noted in 
1936 that "in general the physical educational programme of 
the schools has been developed along the more formal type of 
gymnastic exercise. The creative forms of recreation through 
various extra-curricular activities are scarcely knovn. Ne« 
enpbasis, however, are being introduced by an American advisor 
to the Ministry of Education. A class of thirty two young 
vooiea in 1935 finished a coorse of three months in scouting 
as a preparation to develop this work in the girls' schools.^^ 
Discussing more efforts being done in the field of games etc.. 
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the writer observed and noted**... Another grouD has been 
trained in sports to offset the prograraise of conventi«nal 
enlisthemics* An effort in being made to introduce more 
social plays, and games, and especially music* all of which 
are innovations. The prograaiae of athletics in girls* school 
has been given a oreat deal of newspa,>er puhlieity through 
frequent pictures of Girls Guide troops and girls in active 
gaaes and exercises. Thus the public is being effectively 
16 
educated to this new idea of girlhood." 
To improve the standard of education among the girls, 
it was required to have better trained teachers. Under the 
patronage of Kexa Shah, some efforts were made in this direc-
tion also. Though they opened the way for the enployraent of 
women in teaching profession, but could not lead to much 
sucess. 
For about half a century back before the rise of Seia 
Shah boys were sent to i^ urope for higher education. It was 
possible only io 1935 that wonen were allowed the same facility, 
Khannam Oaulatabadee was one of the Iranian woaen who was 
first educated in Europe. She workeJ Hard for the cause of 
girls education in Iran. 
16. «oodsmall •...••. op. eit p.l52 
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Though women had to struggle hard to gain and aiiliso 
the «ame faeililies as provided ia bojn in Iran, it in a^preoi-
able that they not the reward too. The disparity between the 
two sexes in the field of education decreased to a considerable 
extent during Resa ^hah'e period, which *'is one of the aaln 
secrets af the present awakening of interest in education for 
girls and women in Iran, whether it finds expression in the 
primary of or secondary i»chools or in meagre adult education 
efforts."*^ 
Now things have changed a lot. At present Iranian, 
wo>«en is as free as man whether it is a matter of social, 
political economic, educational concern. She is participating 
in the orogress and growing coR%iouaness of nationalism in Iran. 
She enjoys high offices In every field of life. Co-education 
is being highly adopted now. Most of the teachers in sHeools 
are women candidates. 
C. Married Life t 
With the spread of western infuence in Iran, the national 
eoiFiciousnasa increasing among Iranian women, and spread of 
female education have all gradually contributed towards the 
legal security of woman in Iran. 
17. Ibid. p.156. 
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The first and the aoat isnortani reform In case of 
woiaea daring Rosa %hah*s reign came in the fora of a lav 
forbidding veil strictly. Thus it opened «ay«i for her to 
enter into nati^mal life shoulder by shoulder with caan. This 
law was criticised and resisted by the clergy but the royal 
order was afterall retained. 
Another evil spread in women's life was the early 
siarriage system. Usually she was married at an earliest age, 
"She had no will of her own and her consent was never obtained 
18 
even if she was married at the ripe age of eighteen or twenty.** 
Not only thisi she could be divorced by her husband at any time 
at Ills own will. The custom of polygamy was highly practised 
there. As a result, "these coitditions have produced a oorrvs-
ponding reactions^ ani there i^ a growing con^iousness, of the 
right of women. Since the begtaolng of the present century the 
isovemont for female emancipation has become an important 
19 feature in the life of Muslim countries,** Likewise* this 
kind of movement peneterated into the life of women in Iran, 
The practice of polygymy started to decrease during the period 
under discussion, A new attitude emerged there towards poly-
gamy. People in general were noted being aggrieved of ibis 
practice, 
l a , M a u l v i op C i t p ,135 
19, Munibur^^^ohman , op c i t p,26 
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Various factors played their Interrelated roles ia 
creating an enlightened public opinion agiinst polygaay—-
aainly, education, economic factors, Bocial and religious. 
A continuous increasing criticisni of polygaay was noted in 
the last decade of Reca hah*s reign among the masses, "Thia 
pressure of progressive public opinion ^ sfslnst polygany, vhieh 
is acting as a powerful factor in reducing the practice, ia 
due undoubtedly, as are other line<i of advance, to the 
influence of aodern education and the exposure to taoder idaas 
through western contact. The educated young nan cannot accept 
as ata satisfactory the polygaaiies aiarriafe with its endless 
bickering and division and its total lack of home life and 
companionship. As a result of modern education and contact 
with the west, be has a different conception of marriage and 
family life, anJ demands an edueateJ wife as a companion. 
But an educated wife precludes the id#a of polygamy. The 
diasatiefaction with the old divided idea of married life and 
the desire for an entirely different standard, these two 
dominant trends of thought in the Wuslim Bast today due to 
iBOdern education, are bound to undermine polygamy in the edtteat< 
20 
ed upper class.** 
Another s i g n i f i c a n t r o l e was played by the economic 
f a c t o r in creat ing !>ublic pressure against palygamy. # i th tha 
20 . ifoodsmall op e i t p.116 
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a aarrlaget the nan nuRt reveal vheiher he has the «iTes» 
MIsrepreaoDtaiion enliiles the wife to eaaeel the laarriage. 
The law further requires reglstratloa of temporary aarriagat 
which represents an advance step, although by the progressive, 
the law i9 decried as being too hesitant. It aay have a 
deterraat effect since educated young taen hesitate to reglstert 
because of the strong public opinion against teoiporary 
aarriage. 
A social eooKciousnesa developed among the Iranian 
women under the influence of western education. They began 
to realise that many evils are responsible for this practice— 
illiteracyt backwardness and ignorance of their rights. So 
many of the Iranian women worked l^ard to create a general 
consciousness among the women, beloniiing to atiddle class and 
lower class regarding their marriage status. 
An ealigbtment of public opinion regarding the inter-
pretation of Muslim law about marriage resulted in peaitiva 
effects. The misinterpretation of Muslim Law has led to the 
evils in married life in Iran. "According to Islamic lav, 
Moslem women have the right to include in the marriage eon-
tract certain conditions on which they may be granted a 
divorce. Pew women, however, exercise their prerogatives, 
perhaps because of ignorance of their rights or because of 
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dependence on others as to the marriage arrangemeets, or 
because of their general economic dependence, Thongii she 
has the right to secure divorce ae included in the carriage 
22 
contract, but it was aeidoBi used.** 
E. Woaen's Orqanieationa t 
The developaente achieved in ironeb*s education, their 
legal unveiling declared by Hesa <^ bab Pahalvi, impacts of 
the west on social, econonic and relloious aspects of voaea's 
life in Iran led to the emergence of separate «oaien*s 
organisations there. "Resa Shah's social reforns opened the 
doors to the full development of wonea's organisations in 
Iran. Before that time the stirring behind the veil had 
already began. Several associations had been formed i tvo 
aluainie associations! the Midwifery Assoeiationi American 
and Zorostrian woaen*8 charitable Societies} and the first 
wooien's Cluby the Vatan Khaham, the women's centre for the 
education and advance of women. 
During the next decade, other women's organisations 
were started; including the Iranian women's Council and the 
23 
section of the Red Lion and the SUB." It is important to 
22. Woodsman op eit p.l27 
23. Ibid. p.76 
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b« eited here that vonen, "though handleaDped by heredity 
•ad earlronments, were seekiog for themsolves • place in 
society. It is true that they did not form a vast, organised 
moTemeat but» nevertheless, there were groups here and there 
24 
whose aim was prpgress,** 
F, Domestic Life t 
Under the laultisided effects of the Western eivllisa-
tion on Iranian women's life, her doaestic life too showed 
a tendency for gradual changes. This ifflpaet was mainly 
noticed in the upper-class fasiilies. Their introduction to 
luxury items such as raodern bathroons, exnansion of the means 
of travels, clnena etc. brought them to a new concept of 
life* The unveiling of woaen decreased their activities 
within the walls of their houses and increased their outdoor 
activities. Their crate for aod#ra education led to the 
broadening of their views regarding their own statue. Some 
of them felt aggrieved of the social, eeonoffiic and religious 
status of Iranian wooien and struggled hard to get more and 
nore facilities for wo8ien*8 progress in general. In the 
matters of marriage aa<i divorce, the upper and middle eiasa 
women were gradually becoming conscious of their rights and 
a will was developing to get raaximusi freedom in these co(»> 
plicated social relations. 
24. Itunibur Sebman op clt. p.30 
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A few vomea leaders emer<;;ed to the scene who pioneered 
women's enancipaiioa and encouraged their fellows to get 
maxinum utilization of their riyhtn declared by Reaa Shah 
and tb« legal* social and educational refr>r!»a. An etaphacle 
wan alfio put on the knowledge of their f»roblemt and dare to 
dlBCusa and solve theranelves. 
instead of all these aohieTefflente In woaen's life is 
Iran, there had been various drawback and nuch was left to 
be done in that regard. An English author has sumiaarised 
the inequality of wonen in coiaparison with men in the follow-> 
ina words t-
"In 1940, women were inequal to men in theory in only 
five respects t A man could have more than one wife if he 
could prove hiasdf rich enough to keep more than one establish-
ment and to gii« to each wife equal status and comforts. A 
woman, on the other hand, could have only one husband at a 
time. A man could divorce his wife when he wished, but a 
woman had to have special reasons for suing for divorce. A 
woman's inheritance rights were less than a man's although 
modern reforms had reaffirmed her dowry claims on her husband 
and she had control of her own property. The man is legally 
head of the family anJ entitled to costody of the children. The 
2*5 
woman miaht not vote or stand as a candidates in elections.** ' 
28, Peter Avery t Modern Iran , 1965, p.292 
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CHAPTER ~ V 
EC)N)MIC QKY'XQPMKWT aURING aEZA SHAH PERIOO 
The eeonoBj of « country Is the backbone of « nfttlon. 
The progress of a society and the welfare of its aeoibers 
depends on the eoonoaic development of the land in vliieh 
they live. The basic needs of the individuals are to be 
fulfilled as the first step towards the prosperity of the 
people. One of the aost iraportant requlreaent is to lower 
the prices of daily comaoditiea which makes life easy. This 
depepds on the increase of production, and development of 
various industries concerned to their daily life. Thus food 
production, energy, textile, etc. are to be given first 
attention. Where there is a lack of communication, there 
roads, railways, telephone facilities and other means of 
transport and communication are to be developed and modernis-
ed according to the latest techniques and scientific achieve^ 
ments. Naturally, it will require much investment on the 
part of government, so the resources of income must be increas-
ed and planned on a high level. To stSD quickly and efficiently 
5B 
towards the goals to be achleted, planning on a fix«d and 
iBodern pattern should be done. Then attention nust be paid 
to the developfflent of natural resources. 
All this happened with the economy of Iran too. Enrich-
ed with natural resources, world-famous handicrafts and 
weaving industry, Iran has tauch in this field. 
Till the end of the ninteenth century, the eeonoale 
conditions of Iran had become worst in Its history. That 
was the time at which the Qajar dynasty was completing ita 
last days. The natural resources were being exploited alaiH* 
lessly, agriculture was in such a condition as thosa prevalent 
in primitive history. The life of peasants was full of 
miseries. They had no share in the affairs of their country. 
Lack of hetth facilities, lack of funds and proper ways of 
support and finance, heavy levies and taxes were the main 
aspects of their exploitation. Indulitries were victlas of 
ignorance, roads unsafe and lack of eomrnunieation facilities 
caused the backwardness of the country. 
At such a challenging point in the history of Iran, 
there emerged a brave, ambitious and heroic figure in the 
personality of Resa Shah. "Rexa Shah's historical vision 
enabled him to recognise the determining role government wera 
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i« play in the tlevelopaient scenario of ibo Third tforld. Ouring 
his reign, the central governtaont played a very active role 
in all spheres of the Iranian economy, particularly in the 
development of industries," Wis achievements in all sphere 
of economy are worth mentioning bnt his most distinguished 
contribution towards the progress and prosperity of Iran and 
its people was to nake the people realise the value of hard 
work in national life. He said t "I have aad<i the Iranian 
realise that when they oet up in the morning thfy must go to 
2 
work and work hard all day long." He himself was hard 
working. He had great desire to see a happy* prosperous, 
graceful modern Iran for which he always struggled most 
sincerely. Though Resa Shah bad to face challenging attitudes 
of the great powers while following an independent policy of 
development, he was not afraid of their aggressive reaction 
and went on with his ambitious plans of industrialisation 
and nation building. 
Let us BOW go into the details of the developments in 
the various aspects of Iranian econom/, for instance agricul-
ture, industries, railways and roads, trade and commerce, 
1. Jaeqs, Jane f, t Iran i Past. Present i^ nd Future, p.37 
2, Cited in filber, Donald N, i Iran Past and Present 
p .130 
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aatural resources. Investment hoi icy, Ineome end expend!iur«» 
handicrafts etc. 
A. AqrlCMlture i 
"Over tvo-thlrd of the land area of Iran i« taken up 
by the highest looantain ranges and the great desert and is 
therefore aasuitable for cultiYation. According to official 
figures, 11.5 percent of the total area is under oultivaiion, 
but of this area, about 41 million areas, some 30 million 
acres are fallow during any year. Less than one half of tbe 
average cultivated area is irrigatea. The productive an* 
irrigated, of dayamie land is situated largely in the north-
3 
western areas of the country,** 
Another serious problem with the agricultural activities 
in Iran has been lack of enough rains, proper amount of water 
and lack of natural means of water i.e. rivers, etc. Thefi, 
tbe farming methods were old ones. The peasants had to do 
much physical hardship. They did not have good varieties of 
seeds. Farming was done on a small scale. The illiteracy 
and ignorance prevalent uiong the farmers had caused severe 
problems for them. Superstitious and false beliefs bad 
caused much harm to their health and daily life. 
3. ffilber ....... op eit. p.248 
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One aore significant aapeet of tbe agriculture was 
heavy taxes on the farmers. The landlords were exploiting 
the farmers their utmost. 
Resa hBh» thus Had enough aork to be done for the 
upliftaent of the peasantry so as to increase the production 
of crops to a maximuis level. This was considered to be the 
mainstay of the country. Unfortunately this field of 
Iranian economy was less developed in eoraparison with the 
priority gi^en to the industrialisation of the country, and 
other laoderniaation activities under the impact of the west. 
All that was done in this regard was dine in the last days 
of Rata shah's reign." The land fJevelopnent Act of November 
16, 1937, constitutes a legislative landmark in agricultural 
reform. This was a broad but specific plan to encourage 
agricultural development. It mad* the optimal utilisation of 
land a legal responsibility of the owner. Optimal utiliaatioi 
was defined as including the dtfvalopaeat of new means of 
irrigation, the reclamation of exhausted land, the aeieatifie 
and hiegenic^aintainance of canals, the construction of raral 
roads, the establishment of health stations, the draining of 
swamps and rural housing (Articles). The Act went so far as 
to create the necessary machinery for the enforcements of Ita 
provisions (Article-4). It called for making government 
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oredlt avftilable to noedy owners, for th« paniahaont of 
delinqueat omnern, aed for the awarding of prlcea to owners 
with initiative (Artiele-9). It also enDowered the Miniatrj 
of Agriculture to formulate an over all plan with specific 
goals and quotas for the agricultural developnont of the 
4 
entire country.** 
There were certain weaknesses in this Act. First of 
all, it stren^Aened the bands of the landlords over the 
faraers. They were fiven an official stronghold by inctud» 
ing them exclusively in the council for the regional planning, 
secondly, as its result, the landlords enjoyed a large 
portion of the products, their income increased and that of 
the farmers decreased. 
However, some positive efforts were taken to improve 
the conditions of farsiers through various ^eans. They were 
given relaxation froa taxes to improve and increase produe-
tion, An eminent Indian scholar on Iran, while in Iran, 
observed with appreciation that villages were exempted from 
payment of all sorts of Taxes which the town people had to 
pay. Even their eroos were free from taxes in villages. 
There were no Talaties or Revenue Officers to harass the 
5 
villagers." 
4. Banani, Amin i The Modernisation of Iran 1921-41 p.122 
5. Maulvi, A.M. I Modern Iran. p.201 
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To aeet the financial needs of tho poasaais and to 
ralieve then of the burdao of borrowing none; from laoney 
lenders. Agricultural Banks were opened in Iran. An Agricul«» 
tural Bank was established in 1930 to finance the projects 
which ained at the **scl«ntifle care of the fore«t8» the 
promotion of export crops* soil reclafliation» breed Improve* 
nents, anJ pest control,** It also aiaed at giving aid for 
the expansion of industrial and export crops partlctilarly. 
The education of the farmers and the need to Biake theai 
learn new methods and instruisents for farming on a scientific 
lines* educational efforts were also made. The first agricul-
tural college was founded in Karay* near Tehran, in 1929. 
Mr. Maulvi remarks in his work-v-. Modern ,Iiran» "Agricultural 
schools have been started in alnost all the iaportaat towns 
of Iran. Special facilities are offered to the sons of 
farners to attend these schools. Model farms are attached 
to these schools and once or twice a nonth farners are invited 
to attend the practical demonstration at these farns. Students 
of these sehoals are reainded at every stage in their edueation-
al career thai they are tkere* not to pass their exaninatloa 
and afterwards hunt for governaent jobs but to return to their 
fields, antj add to the prosperity of their country by iaprovlag 
BABttni op eit.t p.124. 
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tbe qaality and quantity of their crops by modern methods 
of sowing." 
«ith the objective of iaiproTing the variety of sseeds, 
sale societies were established in all villages which provided 
a better quality of seeds and fruits trees to the fariaers, 
samll scale industries were also established in a nuraber of 
villages which provided more emiloyaent to villagers. 
An important thlng» which is worth nentioning, wan the 
policy to invite foreign experts in agriculture for surveying 
and suggesting raodernixation of farming methods in Iran during 
Reza Shah's reign. American, Ceraan, French, Austrian, Outeh, 
Greek, Hungarian and Indian experts were called and asked to 
present schenes on various aspects of agriculture such as 
forestry, tea growing, tree plantation, breeding animals, 
poultary farms, dairy farias, etc. 
The mechanisation of agriculture was also done during 
Kesa Shah's per,iod. To quote the words of Uaulvl, againi 
**The maintenance of peace and order, extensive nse of 
machinery with modern methods of cultivation, scientific waya 
of dealing with the croo pests, and Imoroved means of transport) 
7, Maulvi op. clt., p.200. 
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tiOBf thea« asc' several other thlDgii such as lBpro?«d coRdi-> 
tio»s of village life, and agrieultaral adtraneea fron the 
8iate» additional facilities for borrovin^ aoney at 1O«F ratea 
of intereat from the agricultural banks and co-operative 
aocieiiee, have opened a new era in the agricultural produod 
Of the country." 
8« Industriea t 
Keeping the vorst laishandlina and huge exploitation of 
nanpower as well as the resources of the country at hand* 
Hesa Shah made extensive efforts to make the country self"* 
sufficient, lie had to take even soaae brave stepis in cheeking 
foreign control over the national economy of Iran, ^The year 
1930 marked the beginning of a wider approach to economic 
development. Tiie main objectives were rapid industrialisation, 
the aehievemeRts of self-sufficiency in key consumer goods 
and cement, and the elimiuation of chronically unfavoarabl* 
a 
trade balance." To achieve these objectives, the Uinistry 
of National Kcoaomy was set up. The main categories to eon* 
under its SCODS were agriculture, connaerce and industry* 
a, Maulvi, op clt. p.204 
9, Baldwin George B, t Planning and DeveIof>mei^ t in Iran, f-
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The gotrernaeni proved to be the major iBvestor in 
Indttstrlesy in tbe early years of the inaustrialisation of 
Iran« The world wide depression had been actually felt in 
Iran, anJ It was necessary for t^ ie government to take over 
strict control of foreign exchange transactions anu to 
supervise the import trade so that only prime essentials 
sould be purchased with the scanty stock of foreign exchange. 
The theory and operation of stf»ck companies had to be explain— 
ex to the merchantsi to the new induittrialists, anU to possible 
participants. Further stock cont^anies fomted to deal in 
articles of exports and imports had also to be repaired to 
distribute the products of the factories then under construe-
tion.** New companies in a large number were established 
by the government of Iran, Most of them were owned cent per 
cent by the yovernment» some had controlling and dominant 
share of tbe government while others were divided into share-
holders of the companies. 
Heel And Iron Industry i 
Due to insufficient iron ore and coal coming out of 
the mines in the country, the heavy industry in Iran was far 
behind that of European countries during Resa >hah*s reign. 
10, Wilber •..,,, op cit ... p,302 
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"At Ibe end of world var I, there was little industry «ithi« 
the country etcept for « fev electric and power planta and 
• Otoe match factories." 
illnina Induetrjf i 
The plateau of Iran has been of great signifleaRoe due 
its possession of huge mineral resources. They were not fnlly 
estimated at the ti«es of ^esa Shah. Howevert this industry 
was yifen high attention by the governiaent. The aiineral 
resources of Iran include eoal* iron, eor>i>er» maganese* gold 
silverf zine» lead, eabolt, sulphates anJ oil. To develop 
and utilis4!» the aineral resources, plants were established 
near aineral deposits, fine machinery was imported from the 
i^uropean countries. Factories were estathlisbed by European 
engineering first near such deposits. 
feayinq I n<^ us try i 
Rug weaving had been the most distinguished iadttstry of 
Iran from 15th century to 19th century and was at its peak 
during the 16th century. BxtensiTe efforts were made by 
government during !?esa <>{hah*s reign to stabilise thia Industry, 
to modernise it, to Increase the production and i)roiaet the 
interests of the weavers. The Iranian Sug company was estab-
lished in 1936 as a government monopoly to supervise prodttcilon 
U . Ibid p.304 
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and export sales, ffforts we^ re also made to Inerease iba 
prodaetlon of cotton, wool anJ silk to support the aaatiag 
industry, Uaulvi ob»erv«(1 furing 1937-38 that Iraafaa 
goTernmeat's "insisting on fast colours and the introduction 
of new assign in the carpet Irduslry together with a systaa-
tised labour have led to a large output of carpets for which 
1** Iran is anxious to inprove the foreign export." " A auisbar 
of textile, woolen and silk mills were established In Iran, 
Yasd ana Chalus were the centres of silk-weaving industtiea, 
while the best calico-printing factories were flourished in 
Nowshahar, shahi and Hih harif. The aain centres of textile 
Industry were Tehran, Kerman, Qaarin, Maahad, fabrls, Shiras, 
Kashan, Bandar Abbas, 'enan. Qua and Ahwas, 
i^ ood Induatrx t 
During the construction work of the rrens-lranian 
railway line, it was felt necessary for Iran to have its own 
wood industry, so early efforts were raado to officially 
encourage and organiao this induatrf on modern lines. 
Other Industries t 
The ceaent industry was under consideration of Iranian 
governneat through )ut Reia s'lah's period. During 1931 and 
12. Maulvi* op eit. p.223 
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1941| faeioriftc vere •stablished to produee cement. iKnltilng 
faetorlea, augar rafioerias, cheaieal plaata* rice aiill8,t«a 
faetorie«t natcb faetorieat leather factoriea, glass and 
eigaretta factories, filature plant, a copper refinery, a 
fartilisar nixing plant, a food cannery, a vegetable oil mill, 
brick factories were also established during the period «-
1923-1941. Main items of daily luvaries sueb as soaps, 
glycerine etc, were also initiated to be manufactured in 
Iran itself, 
C, Bailway i 
Ttie facility of railways was introduced to Iranian 
people in 1388 when a six siles long railway was constructed 
and opened between Tehran to Shah Abdul Aiin, a sttburb. 
Another ssall railway was constructed in 1916 between Julfa 
and Tabres by a Raasian ooapany. Out a worth mentioning 
effort was made in 1934 when the Iranian Parliasont decided 
to construct the Trans-Iranian railway line at the coat of 
her own resources. A railway building departaent waa also 
opened in the Ministry of Communicationa, Thia line coaaeoted 
Tehran with Bandar Pahalvl — — an important port on the 
Caapian Sea, in the north, and with Bandar Abbaa ia the aowih, 
o« the Peraian Gulf. It was a very difficult task but the 
iMperial support and Resa shah'a peraonal ambitions played a 
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fry Important role In its eoiapletloa. It ««• eo»pl«i«c! in 
February 1937* li vas raallj surprislag to sea aueh a hug* 
aeheioa to be executed withia such a shortest period. The 
total length of this line was 1387 kms., costing KLs dIO 
810,5'?d.000 equifalent to 50 million dollars in Anoriean 
earrencj. rhe most appreciable aspect of this scheme was 
that not even a penny was borrowed fron any foreign country* 
All this huge amount of laoney was collected from taxes on tea 
and sugart imposed in 1925* 
0, Roads t 
Like the railways, much attention was devoted to the 
construction of roads in Iran during the period of Resa Shah 
PahalTi. "The initial aotive was to increase internal security* 
good roads made it easier to put down tribal rebellion. But 
the eeoaoniio advantage of good roads quiekjifly asserted itself. 
In 1925 Iran had soneihing like 2000 niles of roads, sost of 
then built by the Russians and the British in their respective 
spheres of influence. In 1938, there were over 20,000 miles 
of roads (none of then paved).** 
E, Oil Industry t 
The beginning of the twentieth century saw the valuable 
addition of oil as an im.iortant natural resource to Iranian 
13. Baldwin....... op. eit., p.ll 
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•eonoay. It vas disclosed in 1901 by • British scientist 
yrilliSBi D*Arcy that there vers possibilities of oil in Iran. 
He was granted exeluslTe rights for exploration and exploita-
tion of all of the country except the northern profinees* 
*The concession vhioh included the exclusive right of building 
pipelines to the Persian Gulf, was to run for sixty years. 
D*Arey*s first eonpanies were personally financed. In Hay 1908» 
the first free-flowing well was sunk in an area about 125 
miles north of the head of the r>ersian Gulf. The following 
years Anglo-Persian Oil Company was forised in London and took 
over the operation of the concession. In 1912 the British 
government made its first contribution to the financing of 
this company, and later b|^ought control of 52 percent of the 
voting power of the outstanding stock.** 
This contract between the company and the Iranian govern-
ment was cancelled by the later one in 1932 due to some con-
flicts. A new contract was signed with the same company in 
1933. The percentage of the Iranian royalties was increased, 
so that the required heavy machinery could be imported. During 
the period of Resa shah, the production of Oil increased from 
4,333,933 tons in 1925 to 6,605,320 tons in 1941. The net profit 
arose from 3,293,315 pounds in 1925 to 3,571,966 pounds in tl 
1941.*' 
14. Baldwin....... op. cit. p. II 
15. Kee for more details F^enjamin "^hwadraa t The yjddle B f t. 
oil and The Great Powers. Table I p.162. 
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Actually, the laek of required kaovledge of th« oil 
wealth of Iran, lack of seiantlfic poraonitol and engiae^ra 
for tha exploration of oil led to a worse exploitation of 
Iranian oil by foreign eompaniet. Mr. Benjamin ezpresaed 
that ""the Persiass who signed the 0*Arey concession did not 
knowy perhaps were not capable of knowingi^ and very likely 
did not care, what they were aigving, and had no notion of 
the extent of their country's potential wealth.** 
Rngineere and technicians from America, France and 
Gernany were called to survey the oil deposita and mineral 
deposits in Iran but the pressure froa the Anglo-Persian Oil 
Coapany did not let them succeed. The straggle for economic 
control between the Great "'owerii led to aisuee of Iranian oil 
on a huge scale resulting in the loss of Iranian wealth, 
f. Trade and ,Coaimey„5^ a i 
Iran had been enjoying good trade relatione with 
European powers from the beginning of the aixteeath century. 
These relations were established and regulated over several 
centuries. Along with other results of this long eontaet* 
foreign influences peaeterated into the eeonoaiy of Iran. 
<fhether it was the industrial revolution or economic imperl 
in Europe in I9th century, they had all affected Iranian trade 
16. Ibid 9.39 
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aod eoauBere«. "The Anglo«>ilus«iait •eoaonle policy in Irotn 
prior to tho First MTorid War rtsnlted in tho widdspr«»d 
»•• of foroign nanufaetared goods and titer«by created ehaagas 
in the aodes of eoneuaption and standard of living of the 
people. At the saae tine it prevented Iran from developing 
anj ne« methods of production to neet the new patterns of 
consumption. Iran's dependence upon western goods is reveal*-
ed both bj the rising voluae of iaporte before the out break 
of the First World ware and by the nature of the iaported 
products, which consisted alaost entirely of consuaera* gooda 
17 
such as etekh cotton, textile, sugar and tea,** 
However the governaent of Reca Shah Pahalvl, adopted 
certain aeasures to check the i^ estern exploitation and to 
increase the exports of Iran. A sort of barter systea was 
adopted with foreign countries which aeant export for iaport. 
The iaport of luxury iteaa was stopped in 1937 and their 
production in the country was encouraged. The export of 
cotton and woolen iteas, carpets, jewellary etc. was increased. 
The period between 1930-40 was a period of strict control of 
the goveraaeat on foreign trade. "The new policies in 1930 
were due priaarily to external causes, naaely, Iran's laereas* 
iagly unfavourable balance of trade, the alarming depreeiatioa 
17. Banaai..•,..• op. clt. p«129 
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of the exchange value of the rial, and the need for Adjustaeat 
to the new SoTiet trade policy as applied to Iran." 
As far as the OTerall achieTements of foreign trade 
monopoly established during the period under discussion is 
concerned, it created an impressive amount of the capital 
for growth inTestment. This policy mainly contributed to the 
construction of the Trans-Iranain Railway, without any 
foreign aid and encouraged the import of capital goods by 
means of tariff exemption and tax relief. 
Under the impact of the west and the wave of modernisa-
tion, modern shopping centres were established during this 
period. They were characterised by decorations, decency, 
cleanness, fashionable items and the provision of all daily 
life commodities at one centre. Internal trade flourished 
in Iran, and there was official encouragement of commercial 
centres, factories, plants and other development sthemes. 
It resulted in providing employment to a large number of 
people, encouraged native industries, stablized the economy 
and relieved it gradually from foreign economic domination 
and finally led to the prosperity of the Iranian people. 
18. Ibid p.129 
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CriAPTKg ~ VI 
«KtIGia^ IN IftAX A?t'P IT' OCIO^ECQNOMIC ANU POLlTlCAtr 
IMPACT 
Religion ha« always been a decisive factor in hnnan 
life throughout the ages. Before the advent of Inlaaf various 
religions were prevalent in various parts of the world. In 
Iran, it w«s Zorostrlaaisn, wbleh was largely followed by 
Iranians, The rise of Islan and its great influence reached 
Iran when it was invaded and ruled by Muslin rulers. tith the 
passage of time, many undesirable practices crept in the 
Iranian society which harmed the very sense and basic values 
of Islam. One of these was the practice of mourning the 
martyrs of Kerbala, and the inflaenee of "mullahs** on the life 
of the people there. The mullahs generally exploited the 
Iranian people over the centuries, iiowever* there wore some 
who were since^^oin^l did not like to interfere in other matters 
except those of a religious nature. The main factor responsible 
for their undisputed authority was "the validity of law next 
to the Quran and the earliest traditions} the shias have develop-
ed a doctrine of ijtihad accorling to which every Mulla in Iran 
can express his opinion on Islamic nsatters with uadisputable 
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authority. Th4« srange doctrine gate every Mulla in Iran a 
free haovi In the interpretation of Quran according to the 
spirit of the times or his personal whim. All that was needed 
in hie case was to acquire a certificate of Mullaship from a 
reco0Rlse<i r Ilglous institution which was not a great thing 
for hiai."* 
Uurlnq the afavl period, the Mullae has assuoied " the 
air of dignity" and they were highly appreciated ana recognlaed 
la the official circles. The Safatrl rulers favoured them 
openly an thus gradiAly created an Influencial status for 
thera In the society. Under their patronablf>» -thlalsm became 
invested with symbols and ceremonies. It is believed generally 
that the practice of acting the »Taaia» praceselon was a 
creation of the "^ afavia. 
During the perioJ of shah Abbas the Great, one of the 
safavl rulers; a new system was developed which organised the 
Mullas into an institution. A head of all the priests in the 
country was appointed and naised as the >heilth-ul-lsla« who was 
to head the prayers of Tehran and preside over all the Uullas 
of the country. '*The ^bah invested bin with powers to supervise 
the religious activities of the local Mullahs who were expected 
to keep alive the enraity between the Sunnls and bias by enoourag« 
lag the celebration of the birth aari deaths of laans, parilealarljr 
I. Maulvl, A.tf. t Uodern Iran p.98 
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tbe tragedy of Kerbala and ih« comedy of the ieath of the 
Caliph Oraar."^ 
^ith the passage of tiae and under the patrooshio of 
the Safati rulers* the Mullas became so powerful that they 
«9Te de facto rulers and the ^hab remained a nominal one only» 
In the name af "autc^f* large estates were handtfd over to 
then which provided a regular source of income for thea* Sultan 
Httsain continued to patronise the Mallas in preference to tha 
defence of the land. It was only Madir shah who had a dislike 
for this community and tried his best to curtail their powers. 
He felt that tbe differences between tbe sunnis and tbe Shias 
was not beneficial to the couatrynen and their progress. It 
endangered the ataosphere of peace and prosperity* That is 
why be gave importance to the establishnent of aood and friend* 
ly relations with the neighbouring countries especially with 
Turkey where '^ annis were a doniaating sect. 
Not only this, he also lid not approve of "tabarra** 
and thought it as an obstacle in improving Iran's relations 
with her neighbours. To eradicate this, the >hab took some 
tsueh brave steps but he was firmly resisted every where and 
public opinion arose against him. The Mullas god provoked and 
apposed all his policies. At last« the shah became hopeless 
2. Ibid., p.102 
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aod he had to change his policy entirely, 
"The early Qajara generally aiet the requlrenents for 
rellgioufl suooort, but the later ones had their difficulties 
as they enoouragert Western innovations. On the whole this 
«as also a period of the strong influence of the it^ ullaa in 
public life. They had aeqfuired so nuch control over the state 
affairs that Ihey were iastruaental in plonginy their country 
into war with Russia on flimsy grounds. This happened on the 
eonplaints made by the Iranian people about the Russian 
occupied Iranian territories that they were being maltreated 
and humiliated by the Russians. The Mullah of Iran organised 
an agitation in the country and made the Shah declare * Jihad* 
against Rus<}ia, This confrontation between Iran and Russian 
led to a great loss to the country which went unnoticed by the 
profoking Mullas, ltowever» there were sosie very dignified and 
graceful and sincere religious leaders such HaJi sheikh liohmed 
iiasaa, known as Javahir-ul-Kalan, ^heikh yurtasai Aasari and 
Sheikh Ahmed Ihsai who held a high status as in the society. 
They thenselves were great scholars endowed with deep knowledge 
of the law. But the control of the religious heads over the 
Govt, still continued* 
During the reign of Nassiroddin Shah and lluxafaraddie 
Shahi, they extended their inflaonce and caused obstaciesjia the 
3. Qeorg ^ Uakdisi i Arabic and Islamic ^itudlea .., p.l2f 
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thai vhaiever may be the link, the Mullas «ere always creating 
problems for the ruling class and greatly hinuered the devolop-
mental activities in the land. The aiasses supported then 
because they were able to be provoked easily due to their 
ignorancey illiteracy and backwardness. 
It was only after the establishment of the constitu-
tional form of governmeBt in Iran in 1916 that the power of 
the yallas was curtailed. Ry this time, the people had also 
awakened to a certain extent and were able to realise the 
importance of political changes in the country. They also 
realised the value of their rights. Education introduced then 
to knowledge. The impact of western education estaUlished 
their link with western ideas of democracy and other political 
institutions. Their attitudes and outlook changed completely 
and they became broad-minded. Thus, there developed an enthu-
siasm and. desire among the people for the moderniaatioB of 
their country. And all these factors stvengtbened the hands 
of the ruling class and led to the gradual decline of the 
religious heads. But the later could not be deprived of all 
their powers at once. They still exercised powers sueb a s — 
the dispensation of law and Justice, teachings in the Uaktaba 
and Madarsas, leading the prayers, Marsiyakhana, reciting the 
Karbala tales or preachers, writing contract deeds. Judging 
civil and religious eases, etc. ^ 
V'V 
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progrssa of Iran. They hindered pablie welfare plans and 
aetlTiiies. Tbejr aieinterpreted the true concept of Islam 
and ibis alsgnlded the Ignorant aasses. For Instancei when 
Nassiruddin Shah tried to introduce railvay systen in Iran, 
he «as opposed by the religions sect in the form of an anil* 
railway agitation. Not only this, when a small railway line 
was completed between Feharan and shah AbdulasiiB» they provoked 
the people against using it by saying that it was built by 
"inpure" people the Chri*itians. Ultimately, the shah was 
pressurised to abandon the plan of railways ann this work was 
left to be done in a latter period by sone other rulier. sinio 
larly, there was agitation against Nassiruddin Shah when he 
intendad to build sotae new avenues in Tehran. Instead, the 
Uullas sugqesited that the large suns of money should be speni 
on the necessary repairs of the Mosques and the Tosibs of the 
Iiaasis. 
During the reign of Mosafaruddin Shah, a sugar factory 
was established by some Zorostrians near Tehran. It proved 
to be a great success within a very ahert time. Unfortunetely 
it had to be closed down due to the public stir against the 
factor]( Later on, it was found that Russian >ugar factory 
industry had bribed the Mullas in Iran to provoke public «pi«k 
opinion against that factory in Tehran because it had effected 
their eiport of sugar to Iran. However, it becomes evident 
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Duriag the pre-Pahalvl period, people had started to 
send their boy« to study In European colleges and aniverslties. 
These eestern educated youths returned to their coaatry vlth 
a ijreat entbusiaaa to work for the upliftmont of the masses* 
Uafortunetely, <»sieh reforming activities were again violently 
oppose! by the religious leaders who had been exploiting the 
masses in a worse nanner. He>wever> a lot of sacrifices on 
the part of these young onthusia^ic persons, the desire of the 
people to get rid of the hold of the Mullas ana the steps 
taken by the governaeni ultiaately caused the down fall of the 
yullas. 
When lieza Shah was enthroned in 1925, things had itaproved 
a lot« He took keen interest in regularising the public affairs 
by law* The introduction of a aiodera eommereial code, and a 
new penal code "put an end to the priaitive aethods of dealing 
with criminals by exacting blood money or an eye for as eye 
and a tooth for a tooth. It looked like an open struggle with 
the Mullas in nore than one way. First, the sanctity of the 
Muslim law based on the Quran and the tradition was defied. 
eeonJly, it was a distinct signal to them that the department 
of Justice was to go out of their hands. They had no reason 
to gramble. The country had been moving forward at a fearful 
speed. This was bound t^^ happen sooner or later. If these 
reforms happened to hit them no one could help it." 
4. Uaulvi— op. cit. P.13S 
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Th«a the introdtteiion of eoapulsory ailltary •«rviee» 
and the nethod of examination t> enter it» proved fco be a «a«-
ful way of eurtailiBd the future output of the Mullaa, Then, 
the abolition of private courts usually held by the Waulvis, 
introduction of a ae« civil code based on Quran, Sules of 
Judicial prnicedure based on French model, abolition of eanltti-
lations in 192d, uniform dress for all men and vonen on 
Ruropean model in 1929, proved to be a serious blow to the 
influence of the Mullas in Iran. Thus ilesa shah Pahalvi took 
very brave steps in this direction. But all these steps did 
not completely eliminate the Mullas from the scene. They still 
had some restricted powers. "The shlate faith was not dis» 
established, nor was the constitution offieialy suspended. The 
new civil law was declared to be based on 5;hiate Islam and 
this was largely so. The financial resources of the 'alma' 
were restricted but were not completely eliminated. Waqfs 
were not taken from religious custodians if they had a clear 
title, nor were the proceeds of waqfs entirely diverted from 
religious purposes. Towards the end of Reaa Shah*s reign, aa 
attwmpt was even made to regulate religious training aad 
modernise the "general agency", though its aon-political nature 
it 
was offered in explaination."" 
5, Binder l«eonar i s Iran p.75 
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•one aore rmdical st«p« were adopted by Rei* Khah la 
1931 and la tbe saeeeedlng period. The traditions of child 
marriages was nade Illegal In the same jear. The Marriage and 
DlYoree law further declined the influence of religious heads 
In these eases because tbe validity of child aarrlages had 
resulted In grave consequences, for Instance, child deaths 
weak children* Illiteracy and Ignorance of the people, etc. 
These reforms did not aim at attacking the priests who patro«-
nlsed such traditions. But It was to reforsi the society and 
stabllse their Soclo->eeonoaic position. 
fiesa "^ bab Is not only reoembered for his policies of 
curtailing and ailnlmlslng tbe Influence of priests on the 
masses. He did a lot for the religious education of the masses 
In a proper way. He regularised their posts as teachers, 
preaebers, etc. For the army soldiers, he organised an Institu-
tion to Impart religions education to them through priests, who 
were highly paid for their Jobs too. The object of this attack 
was not religion Itself as In certain other countries engaged 
In a remodelling of their social structure but were rather 
reforms of customs which were clearly out moded In revitalised 
Iran.** 
6. Donald ffllber — Iran Past and Present p.129 
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"Tlgoroa* poliiieal pArlieipatlon bf tbe Ul«« did aol 
7 
ii«v« tbeiB from sefere rspressioa under Reaa shah.** Tradliioaal 
Shi£it« Islam vaa equated with all that was backvard* and HOB-
IraaiaD. Nevartiielessy "^ hiaisai was not as rigidly suppreasad 
as was Sunni Islaa ia Turtcej, The '^ hiate faith was aot dene 
away with, nor was the constitution officially suspended. The 
new civil law was declared to be based on Shiate tslaa, and 
this was largely so« The financial resources of the Ulaa were 
restricted but were not eorapletely eliainated. Towards the end 
of Resa Shah*s reign an attempt was even made to regulate 
religious training and modernite the "general agency**. 
"Resa Shah's forced abolition brou^ h^t auneroas ehaages. 
In the aeaeral reaction to his repressive rale» the Ulaa* too» 
raised their voices and demanded, especially control of the 
educational systea, of faqfs aad to a lesser eiteat iaflueaee 
ia the legal aystea. A nusiber of fundaaeatalist religioaa aiove«> 
aeata appeared, aad certaia Ulaa threw tbeaaelves vigorously 
iato the political arena, joining eratically or selectively 
with parties, the cliques and groups, the court or the outslaacl-
lag peraoaalities that now etru'jgled ia a aaay sided battle 
royals.** 
7. Biader, Leonard t Iran (University of California 1962 p.TS) 
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cowci^ usiow 
AH «ttalylie«l slndy of ih« various aapoeis of publle 
lifo of %hm Iranian poople dnrlag the rolgn of R«>a Shak 
Pahaltrl with a brief knovlodge of ilie pro-Pahalvi poriod* 
rovoala tho fael provaillag ihroagbont ibo porlod (1921-1941) 
thai BBore »a« galnod than loat by ibo Iranlaa pooplo. Tba 
iaago of Heaa sbah Is nnfortunately ttntilaiod whoa vo «•• 
thai he laporied vesierBltailoB Into Iran. It ean not bo 
denied that the eoliural heritage of Iran «a« left io a 
•eeondary value dvo io the Impaei of aesiernlsailoa. In ibo 
early years Iranian vealth «a« largely exploited la the aaao 
of aaierlal dovelopaeni, western thottgbi« ffeaiern ensiosis* 
iirestera auxiliaries were largely adopted daring bis rolga 
bat they eaa never overshadow the benlgh naiare of ibo «oa* 
siroetlve works of Rosa Shah Pahalvl. Hie soelo-eeoaoale 
polleles laid a very souad foundations for the future progroaa 
and prosperity of the people. The selenilfle aad teohaologioal 
developaeats aebloved by the United states aad the EaroMA* 
eotttttrles wore Inivodttced lato Iran through Rota Shab'a polley 
of aoderalsatloa. To soae writers, "Reia Shah was a aaa of 
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9r«ai po««r and tlrong psraooalliy. He •«! hinself to r«for« 
the oouBtry not gradually bat at onee aad all at oaee. Peraia* 
be believed, bad to be jarked out of ber long biotorj and 
nade to eateb up eitb the aodera world of Eorope aad Aaieriea. 
It all bad to be done qatekly, it all had to be doae witboat 
foreign rale and it eould only be doae with a eertaia aaoaai 
of ruthleeaneaa.** 
Rose Sbah bad before bia a lot of work to do to aave 
the eoaatry froa aoeio-eeoaoaie exploltatioa by oataide 
iaflueneea. He had to eradicate the evils of illiteraey* 
igaoranee and baekwardaeos of the people. The eeoaoaie develop-
aeat of the load reqaired aa iBdependeat trade poliey* The 
need for vaet aeaas of eoanuaieatioRt waa eaphaslsed by hia. 
A large part of the eoaatry'a aataral wealth waa not la nae 
and la aaay eaaea nadiseovered. The defenee of the land waa 
very argeat aad it deataaded naxiaaa attention of the rulera. 
Agrieultare beiaj the profeesion of a aajority waa alao to be 
atteaded. After all there were aany extra-probleaa to bo 
aolved. All ibeae Joba were not easy to aecoapliah. They aee4<-> 
ed eoarage» atrong aetioaat highly orgaaiaed polieiea, a broad 
oatlookf a eeatralised and exeeo«ive fora of authority if Ibey 
were to be iapleaeated. An iaportant policy waa to keep 
freiadly relatione with the neighbouring eountriea witboat 
aeaeptiag their political and other pressure. 
1. Sbearaaa, John i The Uand aad People of Iran, p«S4 
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The Boat imporiaBi eoniribHlton of R«i« S^ah i« Irft«*s 
proar««« «•• hi* edueailoBal polley whl«li prov«d lo be l>*M«fi— 
eiftl iB •rftdleaiiBg ih« aTlla of IgBoranea aad illiiaraey 
« 
fraai Ifeia aaiases. tjasa ShBb wa« viae eaoagh ia raaXlsiRg lb* 
tralae of adaeatioR for Iha ovarall prograaa aad proaparity 
of hla people. He hed a kees "deaire to sake edtac»tloa m 
coraer atoae in his nationalist pro'jraisffle. Yet iaapite of 
these efforts the eonntry did not achieve the goal of eoaipulsory 
ednoatioa* the total nuaber of etiilderen atieadlsg sebeel 
never exceeded 15 percent of the actaal school-age children. 
The traditional social stractare was so strong and the pover 
of laRdlor>f8 so great that eduoatloB reaained coaeentraied is 
2 
arbaa areas, especially in Ike middle class*** A chaifl of 
secondary schools onder the rales aad regalationa of tbe 
Mialstry of Edueatioa vas fttBctioning during tbe period* llneh 
atteatlon vas paid for tbe provisloa of higher edaoatloa to 
Iraaias studeats. The auaber of atadeata seat abroad aa 
goveraaieat expenses for higher edaeatioBf iacreased year by 
year* aad those retaraiRg to Iraa were often recruited ta 
higher posts, bat soae of then preferred to vork for tbe 
velfare of tbe society whole beartedly, Tbe spread of educa-
tion amoBg voaea vas aialBly eacouraged by the Sbab. He teak 
bold steps to abolish tbe *pardab' systen and provided eentraa 
2. ResaPArasteh: Hdacatioa aad social Avakeaing ia Iran p«S8 
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of learaing mi •acli stage for girls* The orQaBleation of all 
odneaiioaal iBetiiutiona into a ceniralieed body vas aaoiher 
reaarkable aehieveoieat of Seia Shah. 
For the doTelopaent of a eouatryt it is Beeesaarjt 
aoioBg otber thiBga» that the aeaas of eommuaieatioB aad 
traneportatioB ehould be developed aeeordtag to the lateat 
aeleBtifie aad teehaologieal Gietbods* Keta Shah took all 
steps to provide Irao with developed aeaas of eonaiuBieatloB aad 
transportatiOB, whea he eane to power, there were goaerally 
rough tracks, scareely possble by the boBse drawa earriagaa* 
Tbas It was aecessary to have all the aeaaa of eoaiattaieatioB 
to be developed so as to g»t the people introdaeed and boBefit-
ted with all the eoastractive works done by his oovernaieBt, 
Speeially, the developmeat of Batnral resources aad huaan 
reeourees, was akso^^^vly essoBtlal for progress. 
Roads were eoastrueted throughout the eoutry eoaaeetiag 
a large auaber of cities, towas aad villages with each other* 
Railway lines were built, telegraph systoa was established 
and aade effective. By 1941, 15,000 ailes of roada ware «OB-> 
pleted ia Iraa. The TraBs-Iraaiaa »ailway link was eoapleted 
la 1938, a aagaificieat work done oa domestic oxpOBSoa and waa 
a laadaark ia the national progress of Iran. It involved no 
foreign loaas at all. Thus It was an evidence of the efforta 
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i»««rds naliOBttl a«lf-8affieieney of the IraniaB p«ople. 
"Though la 8«i« Sbah*8 life tlae no farther railway eoaairue* 
tlaa «as to taka placa, the new line aaa to becone the aacleaa 
of a aetaork eoTerlag the whole eouatry* aad meanwhile it 
stood as the «ost iapressive sysbol of what could be aehieved 
by a aMall "backward country deterained to pursue ita owa 
policies aad to aiake use of western technological expertise 
3 
to farther its own Interest and not those of other nations*** 
Industry was also given due Importance. Under the 
patroBship of Resa Shah industTles developed in Iran. Factories 
to produce various things were established. These factories 
utilised Iranian products, sugar beetf silk, cotton, tobacco, 
fruits, fish. Many light industries like cenent, textile, 
glass, paper, cbeaicals, soap and iron were established. 
Moat of the industries were owned by the governnent. Rules 
and regulations were foraed for regularising iaport-expori 
trade activities. "The aotlve behind all this activity was 
not exclusively coatnereial. There were two main pttrpoBea«—> 
to aake Iran gradually independent of foreign sources of supply, 
aad, to aet the country firalj^ on the path towarda a aodern and 
induatrlallsed society,"^ 
3« Boyle, John. A. i Persia i History and Heritage p.53 
4. Ibid p.S3 
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Th« orgaelaatioB of the amy, iia trainiag a»d aqulp-
••at OB nodira liaaa waa the Moat diaiiagi^ iatiod aebiavaaiaiil 
of Basa Sbah baeaaaa It waa a avat to carry out all th« 
plana of rapid davelopaeat. "Eatabliahed Initially at 40,000 
it had by 1941 been ataadlly built spto a figara of 200*000 
atill a ooHparativaly avail foreo doaigned to aaintaitt inter-
8 
aal security rather than to repel invaaion froM outaide." 
The natal and air foroea were alao enlarged and Btoddraiaed. 
The p«tii •£ the land were provided naval force equipped 
with Modern equipnenta. Gnarda for the aecttrity of roada, 
factoriea, central and atate governaent offieea were alao 
eatabliahed and enforced with the required araa and aauaunition. 
The elimination of control of the aristocratic land-
ownera and the Shiab clergy waa also remarkable. Thetf 
Influeaee was ainioiiaed and the posts of the latter were 
regularised after lessening their nunber. Their bold over 
aoeio-eeoBooiie and political affairs along with thoae relating 
to religion were curtailed. The ezploitei aaases were made 
to get rid of the worat activities of the Mullas. 
A let of urbanisation work waa done during the period 
under diaeaaaion. The eatabliahaent of Tehran city on aiodern 
European atyle waa followed by the «odernisatioB of other 
5. Ibid p.51 
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eitl«8, Europeae mod* of dveoratloa was highly appr«etai«d 
bjr tha aedieTal and uppar elasa paopla. 
**XB tba aplaioa of all aatioaaliata, llbarala or 
•odaraiaai all the abova raforoifl vera oonsidarad to ba iha 
atB|a go it novt of Waatarnitaiion, Thaaa had to ba dona In 
ordar for Iras to ba a nation among nationa* At tha saaa 
tlaot it aaa oYldant that aoaa of thaaa would hata been dona 
eartaialy not in thia eantary* if forea had not baan uaad. 
Thla haa baan tha graata^ alt^ fEnr^  all daveloplnj natiora. In 
ordar to ailanea tha erltieta of raform all eritiaiaa »aa 
bannad and naaapapara ana by ona, want oat of bnaiaaaa and 
A 
tha handPiekad laaaibara of tha llajlia aalgisad tha Shah.** 
Baalda thaaa aehiavaaanta, a larga nttabar of fialda 
of pnblie Ufa vara duly attandad by the Shah who toolt kaaa 
intaraat in tha ovarall proaparity af hia paopla, Woaan 
vara profidad aqaality of atatua in adaeation, aaployaanty 
jnatiea^aarriaga* divorea, property, ate. Tha Ulniatry of 
Juatiea vaa aatabliahed vhleh ragulartiad the Ufa of tha 
paopla. All tha eoarta in tha eountry vara brought uadar 
ita aaparviaioa and control. An indapandaat and digaifiad 
foraign polley vaa follovad. Spaeial afforta vara aada to 
aoraaliaa ralatioaa with Iraq, Afghaaiatan, Turkay axeapt 
tha bad ralationa vith Rnaata vhieh took plaea in eoafrontatioa 
6. Armajaai t Iran. p.142. 
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vlfth ti«r« On the whole, ft« tir^vcljr worked <f«jr «ad aljht 
for the str«Bjtli, prosperity •nd « dignified siattts for bio 
land. "Hie anbiiioae for bis couBtry wore an exioaaioB of 
bis ova aebietenent^o tbat Persia should control its ova 
dostiay* a reaewed eoaBtry» ealled Iraa, free frooi tbe 
eoBsiraiata iapoaed by outside povers," 
7, lateraatioBBl Joaraal of Middle East Studies, 1972. 
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